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In place of
introduction

I

n December 1991 Oswald Ducrot gave a series of five lectures on the nature of his theory of argumentation in the language-system to postgraduate
students of Discourse Studies at the ISH, Institute for the Study of Humanities in Ljubljana, Slovenia.
Since, on the one hand, there is growing interest for Prof. Ducrot’s theory, while on the other hand very few of his works were translated into English (the modern lingua franca, whether we like it or not), we decided to
republish these lectures in digital form under the title Slovenian lectures Introduction into Argumentative Semantics (the first, bilingual edition appeared in 1996, and is no longer available). The lectures were translated by
dr. Sebastian McEvoy.
The Slovenian lectures have been conceived as an introduction to the
theory of argumentation in the language-system, and in Prof. Ducrot’s opinion don’t need a special introduction. Let me therefore just point out that
in the last ten years prof. Ducrot, in collaboration with Marion Carel, has
been developing a new version of the theory of argumentation in the language-systeme, a theory of semantic blocks.
A lot of people collaborated at this publication; my special thanks, as
the editor of the volume, go to dr. Sebastian McEvoy, Danielle Charonnet, Peter Altshul, Simona Suhadolnik, Marjeta Doupona-Horvat, Zoja
Skušek, and especially to Jonatan Vinkler who made this digital publication possible.
Of course, Prof. Ducrot’s lectures, as well as this publication would
not have been possible without the financial support from the Ministry
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of Higher Education, Science and Technology of the Republic of Slovenia
and the Educational Research Institute.
Igor Ž. Žagar

Lecture I
December 9

T

o begin, I would like to say that I am extremely happy to be here in
Ljubljana. This is my first visit to Slovenia, and I already hope it will
not be the last. If I am lucky enough to come here a second time, I hope I
will be able to say two, perhaps even three words in Slovenian to you, but I
am not making a promise on that point.
I would also like to thank all those who have collaborated with me on
this seminar: to begin with, those who invited me and who have organised this meeting, particularly Igor Žagar. I would also like to thank both
the Slovene and French institutions which have made this seminar possible.
In the hand-outs which outline the seminar, you are told that I am going
to present one of the most interesting (I am quoting, of course) linguistic
theories of our times. I am afraid that Igor may have been slightly optimistic
in writing that, but, in any case, what I am going to speak to you about are
things which, personally, I find interesting and which, I can even say, have
fascinated me for around twenty years now – perhaps even more – that is
to say, ever since I became involved in linguistics and especially that part of
linguistics called semantics.
In the five lectures of this seminar, I am going to try to give you an overall view of the work I have been doing and which, in fact, I am continuing
to do even as I present it to you in its most recent form: in the first lecture,
the one I am going to give today, I will develop a certain number of general topics; in the second, I will speak about a particular theory, the theory of
polyphony, which is the basis of all my work, and then, in the last three lec-
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tures, I will speak about the notion of argument, around which all my work
is now centered.
To give you a general idea of my work, I will begin with a commonplace hypothesis which sociologists very often make and I believe justifiably so. Especially in recent years, sociologists have been saying constantly that all social activity produces a representation or an image of itself in
and through its very exercise. That is to say, once people get together to do
something, they also produce a representation of that group and of what
that group does. That is true of the different professions, which all construct images of themselves. It is true also of every social class. There are sociologists who insist upon the fact that one of the characteristics of the lower classes is that they reproduce the image which in fact the ruling class has
constructed of them. For example, French peasants develop an image of
peasantry; but that image of peasantry developed by peasants is the image
the ruling classes of the nation, for example the town-milieux, have constructed. One of the principal functions and one of the principal uses of the
social sciences, in my mind, is to try to make that image which social groups
construct of themselves explicit, and, when necessary, to criticize that image. This work which is carried out in the social sciences is absolutely necessary, it seems to me, because the representation which social groups give
of themselves seems so obvious to them that, in general, they do not feel the
need to make it explicit, to think about it. What is true for social activity
in general is also true, I think, for linguistic activity, which is simply one social activity among others. When you use a language, you develop a certain
image of language in general. Where is that image of language, which a language itself imposes upon us, to be found? Well, I think, in the lexicon of
a language, in its vocabulary, which has a certain number of terms to speak
about linguistic activity. For example, almost all languages have words like
mean, express, say, promise, allow, etc. All these words, taken together, constitute a sort of description of what linguistic activity is about. I think that
the linguist as a researcher who is concerned with that social phenomenon
which language is, must manage to make that – so to speak – spontaneous
representation a language gives of itself explicit, clear, reflective. Moreover,
we linguists, if possible, must question that self-representation which language constructs about itself and which is, so to speak, crystallized in the
lexicon of a language.
Now, you realise immediately that this work of the linguist’s is particularly difficult. It is particularly difficult, because the linguist’s situation is an
extremely peculiar one. Indeed, to speak about language, the linguist can-
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not but use language itself. When, as a linguist, I speak about a language, I
use that vocabulary, words like mean, express, say, which language has built
up to represent itself. So that the linguist introduces the image that language has built up of itself into his discourse on language, an image that the
linguist would like to describe and make explicit. The result is that the linguist is constantly running the risk of falling into the snares of language. He
is constantly running the risk of taking the very thing he would like to criticize, or at least discuss, for granted. In as much as I deal essentially with semantics, from the outset of my research, I have had to use the vocabulary
which concerns that aspect of language. In particular, to speak about language, I have had to use words like mean or meaning, – and all linguists have
to use those words or their equivalents to speak about language. Now, I
think that what I want to say, what I have always wanted to say, and hope to
make you want to say by the end of these lectures, is that, ultimately, words
do not mean anything, that discourse never means anything.
That slogan is a slightly paradoxical and dangerous one. A few words
of explanation may make it more acceptable. At first, for a semantician to
say “words do not mean anything” seems self-destructive. What am I doing
here if indeed words do not mean anything? Why have I come to speak to
you about semantics? That is just about what the Russo-American linguist
Roman Jakobson would say laughingly to those who, as I have just done,
claimed that words did not mean anything. Jakobson adopted the same line
of argument as is often used against the sceptics. The sceptics, as you know,
say “nothing is true”. The usual objection is: “Well, if nothing is true, then
the statement ‘nothing is true’ is not true either”. Jakobson had the same
type of argument about meaning: “When you say that words mean nothing, well, you make a sentence which cannot mean anything either, so that
logically, the statement that language does not mean anything is one which
has absolutely no meaning itself ”. Therefore, the formula words do not mean
anything, Jakobson went on saying, is self-destructive.
As I have absolutely no intention of committing suicide, I must uphold
my slogan words do not mean anything without being exposed to the fire of
Jakobson’s objection. I will go about doing that in the following way: I will
say that in the formula words do not mean anything, the word mean must
be taken as having its meaning in ordinary language. If by mean you understand what is usually understood in ordinary language, then language indeed does not mean anything. But there might be a conception of meaning
which differs from the conception recorded in the vocabulary and which
does not force one to say that words do not mean anything.
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***
First, I will quickly try to describe that conception of meaning through
which language represents itself and which, according to me, if accepted,
should indeed lead semanticians to commit suicide. That conception of
meaning inherent in the word mean and inherent in the usual representation of the standard use of language, I will call the informative or descriptive conception of meaning. More precisely, what I will try to do is to develop a conception of meaning which is not informative or descriptive. So,
what does that informative or descriptive conception of meaning consist
in? It consists in saying that the first function of speech or discourse is to
convey an image of reality, to provide information on whatever happens to
be the case.
Let us try to consider that a little more closely. Why can the words we
use when we speak give information on reality? I think that to answer that
question, you must have recourse to a distinction which, to my mind, is an
essential one: the distinction between what I call sentences and utterances.
What I mean by a sentence is a linguistic entity: a sentence is an element in
a given language-system itself. A language-system makes it possible to construct sentences by combining words in a certain way. When we speak, we
use sentences but under the form of what I call utterances. To take a very
commonplace example, let us suppose that having already said “It’s warm”, I
repeat “It’s warm”. What you have is two different utterances, each of which
has been produced at a particular moment of time (at an interval of a few
seconds); but those two different utterances, “It’s warm” and “It’s warm” are
utterances of the same English sentence It’s warm, the structure of which
is unique. So, a language-system provides a certain set of sentences and
then the speaker uses those sentences in the form of utterances. Thus, that
unique English sentence It’s warm is used millions and millions of times.
Now, having made that distinction, I will return to the main point,
which, I remind you, is to describe the informative or descriptive conception of meaning. That conception consists in thinking that the fundamental value of a sentence consists in its truth-conditions. To describe the English sentence It’s warm is to say under which conditions it is true and under
which it is false; it is to say how the world must be for that sentence to be
true. Similarly, to describe the English sentence Peter is intelligent is to say
what Peter must be for you to claim truthfully that he is intelligent. So, to
describe a sentence under that conception of meaning is to give the truthconditions for the use of that sentence. Given that conception, that utter-
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ances of a sentence should have informative or descriptive value is understandable. Indeed, you will then say that when you utter a sentence, you
are pointing out that the reality you are speaking about is such as to make
the sentence true. When I utter “It’s warm”, I am telling you that in the
world around us, the conditions making the sentence It’s warm true are fulfilled. The utterances one produces in discourse provide information, they
describe the world, because those utterances consist in affirming that the
conditions that make the sentence uttered true are fulfilled. So, the informative conception of the semantic value of utterances is connected to what
I would call a truth-conditional or logical or again, – I think that would be
more precise, – pseudo-logical conception of the value of sentences. Sentences are described in terms of truth and falsehood (that is the reason why
I call that conception of the semantic value of sentences a “logical” one) and
then, given that, you explain that the utterances of those sentences should
convey pieces of information about the world.
To my mind, it is that conception of meaning which is at the root of our
use of the word mean in ordinary conversation and, according to me, it is in
that sense that one must maintain that words do not mean anything. When
I say that words do not mean anything, I mean that words do not give data,
do not provide information about the world – or, at least, that they provide
information only in an extremely indirect way.

***
Most linguists, I think, have questioned that truth-conditional or pseudo-logical conception of the semantic value of sentences, which is related to
a descriptive conception of the semantic value of utterances, however commonplace that conception may be. I am therefore going to speak to you for
a while about the history of linguistics to try to show that for quite a few
centuries now, the majority of linguists have been questioning that truthconditional and informative conception of meaning. But I shall try to show
you that the doubts they have raised are not radical enough, not sufficiently decisive: I shall try to introduce a hopefully more radical form of criticism. I have said that most linguists had already questioned that conception, and I shall now give you a few examples. As a first example, I shall remind you of things which were said in France by the Port-Royal grammarians in the seventeenth century and which, with slight terminological differences, were adopted and systematized by the Swiss linguist Charles Bally, at the beginning of this century. Then I shall try to show that their criticism is not radical enough.
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The starting point for both the Port-Royal grammarians and Bally is
one of Descartes’ theories, a theory understood in a very simple way: I do
not know if it is really Descartes’, but at least it is the theory which most
people regard as being his. That conception consists in saying that there
are two fundamental faculties in thought: on the one hand, there is the understanding (or intelligence) and on the other, the will. The understanding is a passive faculty: it consists simply in perceiving a certain number of
ideas which are representations of the world, and then the will adopts attitudes towards those ideas. Let us suppose for example that the understanding conceives of the idea that Peter will come tomorrow. The will can adopt
a certain number of attitudes towards that idea: it can affirm that idea by
saying “Yes, it’s true, Peter will come tomorrow”; it can also deny the truth
of that idea by saying “Peter will not come tomorrow”; it can also question it by asking “Will Peter come tomorrow?”. So, according to Descartes,
there are two faculties: one is passive, the understanding; the other active,
the will. One could also say that there is an objective aspect and a subjective
aspect in all thought. So that Descartes’ theory belongs to the great Western tradition that distinguishes object and subject. By the way, even if this
distinction seems obvious to us, I believe that it is obvious only within our
cultural framework: for us, it seems to go without saying, because modern
civilisation is based on it; but the Arabic grammars of the Middle Ages, in
the thirteenth century for example, were not based in the same way on the
distinction between object and subject. Closing that parenthesis, I will simply remind you that, for Descartes, thought is made up of the understanding which passively conceives ideas and of the will which adopts attitudes
relatively to them.
For the Port-Royal grammarians and for Bally, language is a representation of thought and each sentence is a small image of a thought. Given that
in thought, there is a cooperation of two faculties, one passive, the other active, the understanding and the will, there must be a mark both of passivity and of activity in the very structure of a sentence. That leads the PortRoyal grammarians and Bally on to say that in every grammatical sentence,
two aspects must be distinguished: the first is the modus (I keep the Latin
term), which represents the attitude of the will; the second is the dictum,
which represents the idea as conceived by the understanding. If for example you are describing a sentence like Peter will come – I am taking a simple
example – you will say that the dictum is the association of a subject (Peter), of a verb (come) and a tense (the future); and besides that something in
the sentence expresses an attitude of the will, and that is the grammatical
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mood (in this case, the indicative). The indicative indicates that the speaker
adheres to the idea, to the dictum, according to which there is Peter’s coming in the future. If the sentence were May Peter come!, if the sentence had
that quasi-subjunctive form, you would have the same dictum again but a
different modus, which would be the subjunctive: while the indicative indicates the subjective belief of the human being who adheres to the dictum,
the subjunctive here would indicate the will – or rather, to avoid ambiguity, let us say the desire of the human being who wishes Peter to come in the
future. So, all the grammatical moods express psychological attitudes, – beliefs, desires, for example – relative to dicta. (If the word will has seemed inadequate to describe the subjunctive, it is because it is preferable to reserve
it to indicate the different attitudes expressed by the modus, whatever they
may be, in a general way.)
Well, I do not intend to examine this conception in detail: the point is
simply to show that, on the one hand, it already questions the truth-conditional conception I spoke of earlier on but, on the other hand, that it does
so in a way which is not radical enough. It does question the truth-conditional conception in so much as, according to the Port-Royal grammarians,
a whole part of the meaning of a sentence, namely, the modus, is distinct
from the part, namely, the dictum, which represents reality or, according to
Bally, there is something else in our sentences than a representation of reality. The representation of reality is given by the dictum alone. To that extent, the purely truth-conditional or informative conception of meaning is
already criticized. But to my mind, that criticism is not radical enough in
as much as the modus, which for example indicates belief or desire is also,
in a certain sense, a description of reality: simply, it is not the same reality as that described by the dictum. The dictum describes the outer world,
the modus the inner world, but fundamentally, in both cases, there is a representation of a certain reality: an outer reality in one case, an inner reality in the other.
That has led a certain number of philosophers of language to produce
a representation of meaning which is fundamentally similar to Bally’s and
the Port-Royal grammarians’ but which differs on one important point:
the subjective element is not psychological in nature. Yes, as my second example, I am going to take speech-act philosophy as developed by English
and American philosophers, especially Austin in England and Searle in the
United States. It is essentially about Searle that I am going to speak. Austin, whose position is far less clear-cut and possibly far closer to my own, I
am leaving aside.
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So, I am going to speak about Searle’s systematization of Austin’s conceptions. Searle tells us that two things must be distinguished in the meaning of
any utterance. One, which he calls the propositional content, is a description
of reality, which can be either true or false and which therefore must be described in truth-conditional terms, in terms of true and false. Then there is
another part, which he calls an illocutionary force, which is applied to that
propositional content. The illocutionary force is a certain type of speech-act.
To go back to my examples: should he describe an utterance like “Peter will
come”, Searle would say there is a propositional content which is exactly the
same as Bally’s or the Port-Royal grammarians’ dictum: that is, the idea of Peter’s coming in the future, a content which can be either true or false. For the
illocutionary force, Searle would not specify a belief but a type of act: the act
here is the act of affirmation. Were you to take the second utterance “May Peter come!”, you would have the same propositional content but a different illocutionary force: you would have another type of speech-act, the act of ordering for example. In saying “May Peter come!”, you perform the act of ordering, which is associated with the illocutionary force of the utterance, in
connection with a certain propositional content, that is Peter’s future coming. You see the difference between that conception and Bally’s or the PortRoyal grammarians’. In Searle’s conception, the active, subjective aspect of
meaning is no longer a description of the speaker’s attitude. It is made up of
the act which the speaker performs or, in my view, makes himself out to be
performing as he speaks. When I affirm that Peter will come, I am not informing you on my beliefs: I assume a certain responsibility regarding Peter’s
future coming. Once I have said “Peter will come”, I must be ready to give you
reasons justifying my affirmation, I must be ready to admit that I made a mistake should it appear that, in fact, Peter is not coming. The force thus consists
in an obligation which the speaker places himself under. The same goes for an
order: when I say “May Peter come!” to you, I am not telling you that I desire
his coming to be the case but I am performing an order, that is to say that I am
making you out to be placed under the obligation of making Peter come, or
else, possibly, making Peter out to be placed under the obligation of coming.
That is, I make out a certain person to be placed under a certain obligation.
The fact of placing, of making someone out to be placed under a certain obligation is something altogether different from the representation of a psychological desire: I have perhaps absolutely no desire for Peter to come, but even
so I can give the order “May Peter come!”
In speech-act philosophy then, there is a criticism of the descriptive,
representational, informative conception of meaning, which is beginning
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to be more radical than Bally’s since the subjective aspect of meaning, that
is the illocutionary force, is not at all a representation of reality, not even
a representation of a psychological reality. It is used to constitute the act
which the speaker performs as he speaks. So, in the conception of the philosophers of language and in particular, of speech-act philosophers, the
subjective aspect completely loses its informative aspect or character. But,
after the little pause we are going to have now, I am going to try to show that
this conception of speech-acts nevertheless gives too important a role to description. Indeed, for Searle, there is a whole part of meaning, that is the
propositional content, which is a pure description of the world and which
can be described in truth-conditional terms. Well, I am going to try to show
you that in fact, that propositional content is purely and simply an illusion.
I am going to try to show that there is nothing – I stress: nothing – in meaning which is a description of reality. That is what I am going to do in a moment, if I have the courage to do so.

***
Let me begin by giving you the gist of what I was saying a moment ago.
I said that language like all social institutions and like all social activity develops an image of itself. That image is to be found in that part of the vocabulary which is about linguistic activity, for example words like mean or
meaning. It seems to me that one of the major tasks for a linguist is to criticize that image which language gives of itself and particularly, to criticize the
conception of meaning which language develops in, so to say, a spontaneous
way. That spontaneous conception of meaning consists in thinking that the
fundamental function of our utterances is to provide information on reality and, consequently, that the semantic value of sentences consists in truthconditions: to describe a sentence semantically is to say under what conditions it is true or false. I tried to show that this informative or truth-conditional or pseudo-logical conception of meaning had been regularly questioned,
especially, in a Cartesian perspective, by the Port-Royal grammarians or by
Bally and also by English or American speech-act philosophers; but, to my
mind, their criticism is not radical enough. I am not going to go into speechact philosophy any further. Let me just remind you, however, that in Searles’s
formulation, it consists in saying that the meaning of every utterance is made
up of two parts: a propositional content and an illocutionary force applied
to that content (the illocutionary force is the type of act which in speaking,
the speaker makes himself out to be performing: an order, an affirmation,
a promise, and so on). What I reproach speech-act philosophy for is that
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it maintains an objective part, an informative part within meaning: a part
called the propositional content. To try to show that the maintaining of an objective propositional content is ultimately incompatible with linguistic reality, I am going to take a number of examples, I am going to try to show that
those forms of analysis which I have just mentioned, ultimately, are not very
interesting; sometimes, they are even impossible.
Let us take a first example like “That film’s interesting”. (It is an absolutely commonplace example.) Were I to analyse that utterance in Searle’s
way, I would say there is a propositional content, the film’s being interesting, and then, an illocutionary force, an affirmation. One should ask: what
can that propositional content, the interest in a film, possibly be? According to Searle, the propositional content is something which has truth-conditions, which can be true or false. But in your opinion, can the truth-conditions of the idea the interest of a film be defined? Can that notion the interest of a film be given a definition like the following: it is true that a film is
interesting, if such and such a set of conditions obtain? Personally, I do not
see how one could do that, I do not see how the notion the interest of a film
can be described in terms of true and false. For my part, I do not know anyone who has managed to do so. Should you see a possibility of doing so,
tell me: I would be very grateful. You can see why the philosophers of language have constructed that notion of a propositional content. The utterances that they use as examples are always, like the logicians’: “Peter will
come”, “Two and two make four”, “The snow is white”. There, you can speak
of truth-conditions and even then, I am not so sure. But if you think about
everyday utterances, like “That film’s interesting”, what can their truth-conditions be? For my part, I can see only one solution for a semantic description of that utterance, – and I will develop that kind of solution in the following lectures, – which is to look for the conclusion in view of which one
can be brought to produce such an utterance. What is the purpose of uttering “That film’s interesting”? To answer that question, you must, according to me, ask yourself how you could go on. For example, you could say:
“That film’s interesting. Go and see it!” In other words, the utterance “That
film’s interesting” is not a possible argument for a conclusion like “Don’t go
and see it!” It is difficult to see how it would be possible to say that without
coming up with an extremely complex context. What you could do is say
“That film’s interesting but...” (the word but makes its first appearance here,
a word we will speak a lot about) ... “but don’t go and see it!”
Other examples of the same type are “That meeting was nice” or “That
evening was nice”. In Searlian terms, I should say that there is a proposition-
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al content the niceness of the party: but what on earth can the truth-condition of “That evening was nice” be? I think a description of language by
means of the notions of true and false is completely impossible for sentences of that kind, and in what follows I will try to show that it is impossible
for any kind of sentence.
Now, I will take the example of a non-assertive sentence. Imagine the
utterance “Be reasonable!” Someone does something which according to
you, should not be done, and to prevent him from doing so, you say to him
“Come on, be reasonable!”. If I were to describe that “Be reasonable!” in
Searle’s way, I would say that there is a propositional content You are reasonable (You will be reasonable rather, since we have the future here) and then
the illocutionary force of an order. That is, in telling you to “Be reasonable”,
I am ordering you to be something and that something is to be reasonable.
Yet, one feels that such an analysis is almost absurd, on the one hand, because there are no truth-conditions for being reasonable and on the other,
because when I use that sentence Be reasonable!, I am not ordering you to
be reasonable. Indeed, it is obvious that one must be reasonable, everyone
knows that, I do not need to give that order: in the very notion of a reasonable action, there is the idea of something that must be done. If I say “Be reasonable” in the context I have imagined, the order which I give you is not
the order to be reasonable but the order not to do what you are doing. It is
the order “Stop doing what you are doing!” When I use the word reasonable, it is to give you an argument in favour of that order. If you wanted a
paraphrase for “Be reasonable!”, it would be “Don’t do whatever you’re doing, because it’s reasonable not to do it”. So, I think to describe words like
reasonable or unreasonable, you have to bring in the idea that those words
count as arguments for some conclusion or another.
Another example, this time a personal experience. The other day in the
street, I saw a child who wanted to stroke a dog. His parents, to prevent him
from doing so, said “Leave it alone, it’s dirty!”. That is a common enough
way of speaking: no doubt, my own parents often said such things to me.
Let us try to describe “It’s dirty!”. If I were to describe it in Searle’s way, I
would say that there is a propositional content the dog is dirty and then, the
illocutionary force of an affirmation. The parents affirm to the child that
the dog is dirty. That is, I think, what the parents do have in mind. The parents think that they first describe the dog, in saying that it is dirty, then that
they ask the child to draw the conclusion that “it must not be touched”.
But now try to see things from the point of view of children. What can
“That dog’s dirty” mean for a child? What does the word dirty mean for a
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child? For a child the word dirty characterizes something to be stood away
from, to move away from. He has learned that word dirty because he has
been told “That dog’s dirty, don’t touch it!”, “That food is dirty, don’t touch
it!”, “That shirt’s dirty, change it!”, “Your face is dirty, go and wash it!”, and
so on. So, as far as the child is concerned, the word dirty is nothing but
an argument to stand away from the thing characterized as dirty. When
someone says a dog is dirty, he is not describing the dog. Besides, the parents themselves, I think, would be put in a real spot if the child was philosophically-minded enough to ask them “Well, what exactly do you mean by
dirty?” If the child asked that, the parents would have to say something like
“Something which is dirty is something you mustn’t touch”, which means
that strictly speaking, their utterance is a tautology: “The dog is something
you mustn’t touch, don’t touch it”. So, I think that you cannot give an informational value to the word dirty: in its meaning, there is rather the indication of a certain number of conclusions that you can draw from the ascription of dirtiness to an object.
I take a last example. Suppose someone suggests walking back home to
my hotel. And I answer simply “It’s far away”. You can easily imagine the dialogue: “Would you like us to walk back to your hotel?” Answer: “It’s far
away”. You all agree that answer “It’s far away” counts as a refusal of the suggestion to walk back to the hotel. If I had wanted to accept the suggestion –
suppose it were a suggestion from someone whom I really wanted to go for a
walk with – I would not have said “It’s far away”, I would have said “Oh yes,
it’s nearby”. Notice the sentences It’s far and It’s nearby are true or false under exactly the same conditions: there are no truth-conditions which make
the expression far accurate and the expression near(by) false. Simply, It’s far
away works as an argument, at least in that situation, to refuse a certain suggestion. Up until now I have been content with describing far in the particular context I have imagined but if I were looking for a general description
of far as opposed to near, I would say that the word is used to represent the
distance in question as an obstacle. When I say “It’s far away”, I represent
the distance which separates me from a certain place as an obstacle to my
going there. In my example, it is a question of going to that place by foot, so
my utterance “It’s far away” indicates an obstacle to the suggestion which
was made to me to go to that place by foot. If I had been advised to go to
a certain place by car, and I had answered “It’s far away”, I would perhaps
have been saying either that I did not want to go to that place or else that
one should not go to that place by car, but rather for example by train or by
plane. However, there again, the function of “It’s far away” would have been
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to represent the distance as an obstacle. Let us consider now the suggestion
I go by plane, and my answering “It’s far away”: well, in that situation, that
answer is rather difficult to understand. You would have to imagine a society where you could move about by satellite, or something: under those circumstances, the answer might have some meaning.
What I want to say is that, in the very meaning of far, there is the indication of conclusions which that word suggests about the distance. By describing a place as far, I am saying “that distance is an argument for not going to the place in question or at least, for not going there by the means
of transport suggested”. It is certainly not the only interpretation of far: I
mean, the word far can work for other conclusions. What I have said is that
there is one line of argument in which far represents the distance as an obstacle. But especially in our modern world, the purpose of describing a distance as great by means of an adjective like far can also be to indicate that
it would be interesting to overcome it. Let us imagine your suggesting two
places where to spend our holidays: you propose a choice between spending
the holidays in Egypt or spending them in India, and I answer “India’s farther”. Perhaps I am using the second argumentative principle: given that it
is farther, it seems more interesting to me (in the modern world, it is one of
the ideas attached to the idea behind the word far). In that case, the purpose
of my answering “India’s far” can be to accept your project; but it is still, by
means of a certain argumentative principle associated with the very meaning of the word far. In other words, the purpose of describing a place as far
can be to describe a distance as an obstacle but it can also be to describe
the distance as a reason to be interested in a place; and there are a certain
number of other possibilities too. But, in any case, those different argumentative possibilities should be introduced in the very description of the word.

***
Such are the kind of difficulties that I find in speech-act theory and
which have led me to suppress the idea of a propositional content and of
truth-conditions as far as possible. I will not quite manage that, because the
theory is not complete yet (however, I have a few years ahead of me hopefully), but I am going to try to go as far as possible in that direction. To
show you how I work a little, I am going to point out an objection that was
made to me a few months ago.
I was giving a lecture in which I was developing this type of idea and
someone made the following objection to me: you say that the meaning of
words is essentially argumentative, well, prove there is argumentativeness
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in an utterance like “There are seats in this room”. (Suppose we are speaking about a room where a meeting is to be held.) Then, the person who was
making the objection, asked me: “Try to describe the utterance ‘There are
seats in this room’ in a way which is not informative or truth-conditional”.
My position was very difficult because that type of utterance does seem to
favour the conceptions of speech-act philosophy: nevertheless, I think I can
answer such objections. To do that, I suggest we carry out an experiment.
Take the two utterances “There are seats in the room” and on the other hand “They’re uncomfortable”. Suppose now that to connect those two
utterances “There are seats in the room” and “They’re uncomfortable” we
have to choose between two types of expressions: and moreover, and furthermore, and besides or, second possibility, but. Let me ask you which of
those words you would put to connect “There are seats...” and “They’re uncomfortable”? I think it is almost necessary here, except if one imagines
a very complicated context, to put a but in. Let us go on with this experiment. Let us now take as a second utterance “They’re comfortable”, the first
utterance remaining the same. I think that the most likely connection is of
the and moreover type: “There are seats... and moreover they’re comfortable”. Those facts, of course, do not allow me to say that there is no propositional or truth-conditional content in “There are seats”. I have not proved
that, and I must say that I would be hard put to prove it. But what my example does prove is that in the utterance “There are seats” there is something else than an informative, descriptive or truth-conditional content.
And that, at this stage, is not so bad.
To prove that point, let me remind you of a general hypothesis that I
make on the connective but and equivalent connectives in other languages (I believe all languages have some equivalent of but). My hypothesis is
that but always, I stress always, connects two utterances that have the opposite orientations. Let us call R the orientation of what precedes but and
non-R the orientation of what follows but. (Of course, I have not justified
that description of but. However, I do ask you to accept it for the time being – how shall I say this – to understand my argument.) But connects two
counter-oriented utterances. If one accepts that hypothesis, one must say
that “There are seats” and “They’re uncomfortable” are two counter-oriented utterances. In “There are seats”, there is a move towards the possibility of sitting down and in “They’re uncomfortable”, there is a move towards
the impossibility of sitting down. I consider besides that and moreover always connects co-oriented utterances. There again, I reach the same conclu-
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sion: I will say that “There are seats” moves towards the possibility of sitting
down and so too “They’re comfortable”.

***
In what follows I will be speaking in a far more detailed way about but
but I would like to finish this lecture by a very quick analysis of a small example which will show you how, in my opinion, that description of but (according to which but counter-orients the utterances it relates) can be applied. My example is a short text from Proust’s Swan in Love1.
The narrator shows how in the small aristocratic world he moved around
in, Swan’s image came to be defined as from the moment when Odette’s infidelity to him was known (or imagined):
In the past, people used to think: “he’s not handsome in a standard way
if you like (a), but he has great style (b). What with that quiff, that eyeglass,
that smile of his! (c)...” When Odette started not loving him any more, people thought: “he’s not positively ugly if you like (a’), but he’s ridiculous (b’).
What with that eyeglass, that quiff, that smile of his! (c’)”
With the abbreviations I have proposed, the two successive segments of
discourse can be schematized in the following way, (c) and (c’) being superficially quasi-identical:
I = a but b. What with c!
II = a’ but b’. What with c’!
The counter-orientation which, according to me, is always implied by
but is clearly confirmed here: a moves towards an unfavourable appraisal
of Swan whereas b, on the contrary, moves towards a favourable appraisal,
and, conversely, a’ is favourable whereas b’ is unfavourable.
A second feature of but is also confirmed. It is the point that the overall
movement of an X but Y string is the same as that of Y. Thus, the first part
of the first discourse segment (a but b, where b is the favourable appraisal “He has great style”), taken as a whole, amounts to praising Swan, at the
time when the success of his relationship with Odette gave him the image
of a happy man. Similarly, the first part of the second segment of discourse
(a’ but b’, where b’ is the disparaging judgment He’s ridiculous) amounts, on
the contrary, to criticizing Swan. Thus, what betokens Swan’s downfall is
merely the switch in position of the favourable and the unfavourable judgments from one side of but to the other.
1

Paris: Gallimard, Pléiade: first edition, pp. 319-320; second edition, pp. 314-315.
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A third remark will concern c and c’ given to support, respectively, a
but b and a’ but b’. Formally, nothing indicates that they have different values: they are more or less homonymous. However, every reader immediately feels that the eyeglass, the quiff and the smile, which are admired in
the first segment of discourse, are given as being ridiculous in the second,
so that one must utter c and c’ with utterly opposed intonations. That fact
illustrates the idea, which is to be discussed at length in the following lectures, that, in argumentative strings of discourse, the argument and the conclusion have no semantic value independently from one another. Here, the arguments draw their meaning from the conclusions (to interpret c and c’,
one must know the conclusions they move towards). That is for me the essential difference between discursive argumentation and logical reasoning:
in reasoning, the argument must have a meaning which is complete in itself, irrespectively of the conclusion; in argumentation, on the contrary, the
argument can be understood only as from the conclusion (I would say as
much of the conclusion in its relationship with the argument). It is besides,
I think, what Proust is out to show in that and many other texts: it is not the
case, for him, that our attitudes are determined by our knowledge of things
but the reverse. That makes one think of Spinoza: “We do not like things
because they are good; they are good because we like them”.
A fourth and last remark on the notion of orientation. I have said that
a (“He is not handsome in a standard way”) and a’ (“He is not positively ugly”) moved, respectively, towards criticism and praise, and that it was
that feature which enabled them to be connected, through but, to praise (b)
and to criticism (b’). But that does not mean that in themselves, they constitute criticism or praise. To say of someone that he is not positively ugly
is a strange kind of praise indeed. You have there a characteristic feature of
the notion of argumentative orientation, to which, eventually, the whole of
my lectures will be devoted, for it is that feature that constitutes the way of
perceiving language which I am going to try to get you to accept and which
is far more important, for me, than the whole technical apparatus that I am
going to set up: if “the theory of argumentation in the language-system” has
meaning, if it says anything, that meaning consists only in getting one to
feel, getting one to perceive utterances as having a certain orientation, and
that irrespectively of the information they give and the inferences that one can
draw as from that information. That Swan at the time of his worldly downfall is not “positively ugly” undoubtedly implies that ugliness prevails over
beauty in him. But it so happens that, in the segment, the utterance moves
towards a favourable appreciation – a movement which is then countered
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by the but. To give a certain orientation to an utterance does not necessarily mean to make a conclusion acceptable.
That brief analysis of a passage from Proust was designed, on the one
hand, to illustrate the general definition which I give for but, a definition
which I will use a lot in the following lectures and, on the other hand, to illustrate the idea that words change their value according to their argumentative orientation. The quiff, the smile of the second segment are not like
the quiff, the smile of the first. I believe that even the eyeglass is not exactly
the same eyeglass: even if it is materially the same, it is not seen in at all the
same way. So that there again we have grounds for criticizing the truth-conditional or informative conception of meaning, according to which a part
at least of meaning could be described in purely descriptive or representational terms. Without being afraid of giving a more radical twist to my ideas, I am going to try in the lectures that follow to develop that theme, that
is that the notions of true and false, like the notion of information, are notions which do not enable one to describe semantic reality, even if they are
notions which belong to the way the word meaning and its equivalents are
used in ordinary language. I think that indeed in ordinary language, that
is to say in the representation that language gives of itself, the word meaning is viewed as referring to a certain description of reality; but I think that
language, here, gives a false image of itself and that the linguist should not
fall into that snare. We have four lectures to try and not to. To avoid doing
so, I am going to develop two theories: on the one hand, the theory of polyphony, which we will be concerned with next time and on the other, topoi
and argumentation theory, which we will be concerned with until the end
of this series of lectures.
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December 10

I

n the course of the previous lecture, I set out the general objective of all
my work. The objective is to try to exclude the notion of informativity
from semantic description as much as possible and even, if possible, to do
away with it altogether. Indeed, I have the impression that nowhere in utterance-meaning nor anywhere in linguistic meaning is there a description
of reality, so that for me the notions of true and false do not seem adequate
ones to describe linguistic facts. In saying that, I am, it seems to me, turning
away from the usual notion of meaning as conveyed in dictionaries, that is
to say I am trying to construct a notion of meaning which is different from
the notion of meaning built into language itself and linguistically imposed
upon us. What I am trying to do, if you like, is to see language differently
from the way language itself sees itself. That is my general objective: what
must now be attempted is an explanation of the way I am going to achieve
that objective. Two theories in particular can, I think, make one progress
towards that objective: the theory of polyphony, which I am going to speak
about today, and the theory of argumentation, which I will speak about in
the coming three lectures.

***
Well, I am going to start by developing the notion of polyphony, a notion which my research is centered around. Traditional linguistics, it seems
to me, rests on a notion which it considers as clear and as free from any ambiguity: the notion of speaker. I am going to try to show that the speaker, usually taken by everyone for a clear notion, is in fact an extremely confused one and one which covers a number of wholly different ideas. When
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the Port-Royal grammarians speak of modus and when Searle speaks of illocutionary force, they always refer back to the idea of the speaker: the
modus is the speaker’s attitude towards the dictum; Searle’s illocutionary
force, which can be an affirmation, promise, order, and so on, is the type of
act that the speaker accomplishes in producing an utterance. I am going to
try to show that in fact, that notion of the speaker, which is at the root of
the modus-dictum or illocutionary force-propositional content distinction,
is for several reasons ambiguous. (I think I am going to need some more
chalk. I am a great chalk-eater, really!) It seems to me that when one speaks
of the speaker, one understands three different things which must be distinguished. Those three ideas which are confused in the notion of the speaker
are the notions of what I call the producer (le producteur empirique), the locutor (le locuteur) and the enunciator (l’énonciateur)1.
What do I mean by the producer of an utterance? The producer of an utterance is the one whose activity results in the production of an utterance.
The producer is the one who carries out the phonetic activity, also the intellectual activity necessary for the production of the utterance. Whenever there is an utterance, there is obviously a social actor who must carry out
a certain activity for that utterance to be produced. I would like you to realize immediately how uncertain that notion of a producer is, and it is that
uncertainty which is going to lead me to distinguish the notions of locutor and enunciator, which, to me, seem clearer. Given any particular utterance, it is extremely difficult, it seems to me, to say who exactly is its producer. Who is the psychological or social actor behind a given utterance? At
first, it seems a very simple question to answer but when one starts thinking
about it, one realizes that it is, in fact, a very difficult one.
Suppose my son is a pupil: the school organizes, let us say, a walk in the
country, and for my son to be able to go on that outing, I must give my permission. The school staff therefore give my son a form for me to sign. So
my son brings me the printed form, or at least a typed form, saying something like “I allow my son to take part in the school outing”. At the bottom
of the form, there is the word “signature”, and what I must do is put my personal signature under the word “signature”. Well, who is the producer of
that form saying “I allow my son to take part in the outing”? Is it I, I who
have signed? No, certainly not. I have done very little. I have merely put my
name at the bottom of the form. Is it the school secretary who has typed
1
Translator’s note. The terminology is no doubt unusual in English but it has seemed preferable to stick as closely as possible to the French here, as the theory of polyphony radically departs
from current theories on the speaker.
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out the form? If you like, but the secretary has typed the form because a
member of the school staff has dictated the text to her. And as for the person who has dictated the text, he or she has not invented the text either: to
draft the text, he or she has followed the general directives set out by the education authorities. So, it is very difficult to say who has actually produced
that utterance. Is it the secretary? a member of the school staff ? myself ?
The identification of the producer here is no simple matter.
I take another example to show how uncertain a notion the producer is.
Sociologists have shown in what seems to me to be an altogether conclusive
way that most of what we say consists merely in repeating things we have
heard before. Personally, I find it extraordinarily striking to see that three
quarters, perhaps even more, of what we say is a mere repetition of what we
have heard others say. For example, when I go on the underground in Paris, I enjoy listening to people’s conversations, and I notice that those conversations merely reproduce newspaper headlines. Quite naturally, I say to
myself: “This one’s repeating what I read in Le Monde, that one’s repeating
things I saw written in Le Figaro” and so on. So, who really produces the
utterances of people on the underground? In a certain sense, they are; but
in another sense, it is Le Figaro, Le Monde, and very often newspapers far
worse than either Le Monde or Le Figaro.
The last example on this point. I read in a newspaper recently the results of an inquiry on the theme “What do the French know?” The author of that inquiry was shocked by the results of his work because they
made out the French to be incredibly ignorant people: especially, it came
out that three quarters of French people did not even know that the Earth
revolves around the Sun. The journalist was shocked by this state of affairs.
Well, what astonishes me in this business is not that three quarters of the
French people do not know that but that a quarter of them should! Because, if you stop and think, I think that there is no-one here, in this room,
myself included, who really knows that the Earth revolves around the Sun.
To know that would be to have some reasons to believe it. If someone asked
me to prove that the Earth revolves around the Sun, even to give arguments
in favour of that conclusion, for my part, I would not really know what
to say. Besides, one would have to know exactly what “The Earth revolves
around the Sun” means. That is not clear at all. When we say “The Earth revolves around the Sun”, we are merely repeating something we have learnt
at school but we have no inkling as to what it means. We cannot therefore
say that intellectually, we really are the producers of that utterance. We are
merely parrots.
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All that goes to show that the producer is not at all a clear notion. Now,
it so happens that, as a linguist, I am fortunate enough not to have to worry about the producer. Why? As a linguist, I am interested in what is within
utterances, in the meaning which utterances convey. I am not interested, as
a linguist, in the causes that utterances stem from. So, as a linguist, I do not
have to worry about the producer: as a linguist, I do not have to know if the
utterances of people on the underground come from Le Monde or Le Figaro or some other newspaper. What I try to do is to describe what is within utterances. So, the problem of the producer, which is a very real, a very
important one, is not my problem. It is a problem for psychologists, it is a
problem for sociologists but I do not think that the linguist must deal with
it. Unfortunately, the linguist must, on the other hand, deal with two other
notions, which are also very difficult ones.
Let me begin with the notion of the locutor. What do I mean by the locutor? What I mean is the person who, according to the very meaning of an
utterance, is the person responsible for that utterance. I would like to stress
that point: he is the person who is designated, in the utterance itself, as being the person responsible for that utterance. That person, who is responsible for the utterance, it so happens, is in most languages, I think I can even
say in all languages, designated by a particular morpheme, the first person,
that is to say in English: I, and also, of course, all the other grammatical
forms that refer back to the first person, such as the possessive adjective:
my. The same reasons that justify my not dealing with the producer require
my dealing with the locutor. I must deal with that person, because he or she
is denounced, indicated in the very meaning of an utterance. I would like
to show that the producer and the locutor, as I have just defined them, are,
ultimately, two extremely different notions. I shall attempt to do so with a
number of examples.
First, I am going to take a rather colloquial French expression and
which, so I have been told, can be translated more or less exactly in Slovenian. Say we have two characters, Mr A and Mr B. Suppose that Mr A has
been seriously indiscrete towards B: Mr A has looked through Mr B’s papers without having the least right to do so. Mr B catches Mr A looking
through his papers and B, to reproach A for his indiscretion, says to him:
“De quoi je me mêle?” or “De quoi je m’occupe?”, which is a very current
French expression [more or less equivalent in meaning but not in structure
to “Mind your business!” or “What business is it of yours!”]. That clearly
means: “What are you, A, interfering with?”, and suggests: “You, A, are interfering in things which do not concern you!” If one looks for the produc-
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er of the utterance B addresses to A, the producer (I have said that one does
not always exactly know who the producer is but here the situation is clear)
is B. It is B who carries out the phonetic activity and makes the grammatical choices involved in the production of that utterance. But the je here
does not refer back to B at all. The sentence does not mean “What is B interfering with?” The sentence means “What is A interfering with?” So that,
to analyse such an example, I cannot but say that the je does not refer back
to the producer at all but to someone, the locutor, who within the utterance, is represented as being the imaginary author of the utterance. In other words, B tries to imagine a question which A should have asked himself
before committing his indiscretion. If I were to paraphrase B’s utterance, I
would do it in the following way: “Before going through my things, you,
A, should have asked yourself ‘de quoi je me mêle?’” Mr B thus makes Mr
A speak. Another possible paraphrase but which, as far as the theoretical
status of the locutor is concerned, leads to the same conclusion, would be:
“After committing your indiscretion, you should have an uneasy conscience
and say ‘de quoi je me mêle en regardant les papiers de mon ami B?’” In any
case, we have an example here in which the locutor, understood as being the
person whom the I pronoun designates as being responsible for the utterance, cannot be identified with the producer at all.
I am now going to take another, perhaps more universal example than
the first (which perhaps can be found only in a few languages). It is extremely easy to use the I pronoun to designate persons, objects, which are
incapable of the physical action which speech requires. I remember while
travelling in Germany, seeing a sign posted up on the door of a shop bearing
the words “Ich muss draussen bleiben”, that is to say “I must stay outside”
and what stood for the signature under the utterance was the picture of a
dog. The whole thing meant that dogs were not to go into the shop. Who
is the producer of that sign? Perhaps the shop-keeper, perhaps the mayor of
the German town. I do not really know who. But I do know who or what
the locutor, designated by Ich, is, and that is all that matters to me, as a linguist: the locutor is the dog. A well-disciplined German dog is pictured, before going into the shop, as saying to himself: “Careful now, I must stay outside”. A creature is thus pictured as speaking who cannot be the producer of
the utterance. That way of speaking is an extremely frequent one. There is a
sign often on dustbins such as “Don’t think twice about using me!” There,
it is the dustbin which speaks to passers-by and says: “Throw your cigarettes
and throw your pieces of dirty paper inside this dustbin!” The producer,
which, in this example, are the local authorities, makes the dustbin speak.
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You are aware besides that this distinction between the producer and
the locutor is very close to the distinction made in the study of narrative between the author, who is on the side of the producer, and the narrator, who
is on the side of the locutor. When in one of Proust’s novels, you have sentences in which there is the I pronoun, for example “For a long time, I went
to bed early”, the I who went to bed early is not Proust the author, the producer of that utterance, but the character, the person who is telling the story as being his personal story and who, of course, is not necessarily Proust
himself.
Let me take another example to bring out this distinction between the
locutor and the producer. You can certainly think of types of discourse that
have no locutor, that is to say types of discourse in which there is no I and
in which it would be impossible to bring in an I. You know that Benveniste
distinguished two ways of speaking: on the one hand, what he called discours, that one finds, for example, in conversation, in poetry, in debates, etc.
and, on the other, histoire, in which events, wholly disconnected from the
person relating them, are recorded. Benveniste said, and he put this point
perhaps too forcefully, that in historical narrative, there can be no marks of
the first person, there can be no I. When you write the history of Rome, you
cannot introduce an I into that history. That is perhaps putting the point
too forcefully, because there are probably certain passages of a historical
narrative in which the author can introduce an I (if he makes some personal commentary about that history of Rome) but on the whole, one can say
that historical narrative does not have a first person. When a historian, the
producer of the narrative, wants to write the history of a certain period, he
writes as if history itself were telling the story, as if there were no particular person responsible for it. In that case, the historian is the producer but
there is, properly speaking, no locutor.
You know that there are also other ways of speaking, in which the locutor does not appear. Take the case of proverbs. In a proverb, you cannot
bring in an I. A proverb is always an impersonal utterance: it is the utterance of no-one in particular. Now, proverbial speech is not an extraordinary phenomenon. Perhaps in modern societies, so-called intellectual societies, one has a tendency to forget about proverbs, but in old rural societies (I
remember the society I was raised in as a child), peasants liked and perhaps
still like to bring in proverbs into their talk, and in societies like the Arabic
society, a very great part of what people say is made up of proverbs, which
give force to what is said. Now, a proverb is essentially something that has
no locutor, which does not mean that the utterance itself has no producer.
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So, I think that one must distinguish those two functions: the function
of the one who is represented in a piece of discourse as being responsible for
it, the locutor; and the function of the producer, that is to say the one who
actually produces that piece of discourse.
I move on now to the third notion, which seems to me to be encapsulated in the general idea of the speaker (it is the one I am going to speak
about most here): the notion of the enunciator. I would like to point out
that the term enunciator is a term that I have chosen in a wholly arbitrary
way: it must be understood here as having no other meaning than the one
I am about to define. I have perhaps chosen an inadequate, a misleading
term but the choice is behind me now and I cannot go back on it. What do
I mean by enunciator? For me, all utterances represent one or several points
of view: by enunciators, I mean the sources of those different points of view
which are represented within an utterance. In an utterance, one represents
the state of affairs one is speaking about as seen from the point of view of
one or several persons: the enunciators are those persons from whose point
of view the state of affairs is viewed. I am going to try to show that the enunciator, as the source of a point of view, is wholly different from the locutor. To do so, I am going to give you a certain number of examples in which
there is no coincidence between the locutor, designated by marks of the
first person and, on the other hand, the enunciator, the source of the different points of view represented in an utterance. First, I am going to take
a very simple and quite untechnical example and then, I shall take examples which will require getting into linguistic technique properly speaking.
My first example concerns what are called echoic utterances. Suppose
Mr A and Mr B are arguing. A says to B: “B, you’re a fool!” B answers using
the very words A has used: “So, I’m a fool, am I! Well, just you wait!” It is
not necessary for B to add anything after “just you wait!” but he can do so.
Who is the locutor of that utterance of B’s “I’m a fool”? In other words, who
is the person designated by the I pronoun? It is undeniably B. Indeed B is
merely taking up the idea, if that can be called an idea, which was put forward by A and according to which B was a fool. So, the locutor, designated
by I is B. Now, whose point of view is represented here? Unless B is incredibly lucid about himself, that point of view is not his: he does not at all claim
to be a fool. The point of view which is represented is A’s: B in his utterance
is expressing the point of view of a person different from himself, a point
of view of which he undoubtably does not approve at all and even, one can
suppose, which he vehemently rejects. So, what we have here is a dissocia-
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tion between the locutor from the enunciator. The locutor is undeniably B
but the point of view which is represented is foreign to B.
Now, I am going to take more technical examples to try to show you
that this dissociation of the locutor and the enunciator is an extremely frequent one. For me, it is a very general phenomenon that in discourse and
even in a single utterance, one represents a certain number of points of view
and very often points of view that one does not hold oneself accountable
for and even which one rejects. To show this, I am first going to consider the phenomenon of negation, which I am going to analyse in some detail. I begin by giving the general idea, the development of which will be
presented after a very small pause. My analysis of negation is strongly inspired by a famous paper which Freud wrote on negation, an article all the
aspects of which, especially the psychological implications, I am not concerned with, but which, according to me, contains an idea which is linguistically very true. Freud’s idea is the following. A negative utterance – I symbolise a negative utterance by non-X – a negative utterance is a compromise proposed by the Ego, in its attempt to symbolically reconcile on the
one hand, the Super-Ego and on the other, the Id, the deep urges of the libido (the Es in German). A negative utterance is thus a compromise which
the conscious personality establishes between two unconscious authorities,
the libido and moral censorship. For Freud, when someone says non-X, he
is saying two things at the same time: on the one hand, he is saying X and
on the other, he rejects X: it is the libido which says X, the Super-Ego which
rejects it. In other words, to say non-X is at the same time to make a hidden representation of the libido appear and at the same time, to symbolically satisfy morality by the rejection of that idea X, which is being denied.
Negation is thus a kind of strategy, invented by the Ego, to fulfil two contradictory requirements at the same time. An example which Freud gives is
the one of patients who, as they describe the dreams they have had the previous night, say “Well, in that dream, I did not kill my father”. According
to Freud, when a patient says that, one can be sure that in that dream, the
patient has in fact killed his father. That is what the patient really wants to
say to his analyst. But he says it in a negative form, imparting that murder
of the father with a negative form which prevents censorship from repressing it. Before we stop for a pause, I would like to point out that one finds
something similar in certain pictures or sculptures of the Middle Ages depicting the cardinal sins. Those representations are sometimes astonishing:
the precision, the crudity and sometimes the voluptuousness with which
the sins are depicted is quite extraordinary, and are such as to be unrecon-
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cilable with our understanding of the moral environment of mediaeval society; but if the painter or the sculptor of the Middle Ages can represent
those images, it is because he represents them as images of sin, as images of
actions which are to be condemned and, because of that moral condemnation, he manages to have those representations accepted. It seems to me
that the title Sins which a sculptor or painter of the Middle Ages gives to
his work works very much like linguistic negation: in saying Sins, he carries
out a kind of negation on those images. He gives an extremely crude representation of pleasure, for example, and what allows him to represent pleasure in that extraordinarily vivid way is that, at the same time, he has negated it by calling it Sin. In what follows, as unfortunately I am only a linguist,
I am not going to develop the psychological aspect of Freud’s theory of negation, a thing which is quite beyond my scope. Besides, there is probably
something slightly excessive in that theory of Freud’s; but it is Freud’s general idea which seems to me a very useful one and which for my part, I constantly use in the study of negation. My idea is the following: if I have to
describe a non-X utterance, I say that the non-X utterance represents two
points of view, in other words two enunciators, E1 and E2. So there are, if
you like, two persons who express themselves through a non-X utterance,
and this I will try to show by using strictly linguistic arguments: the first
person, enunciator E1, has a point of view which corresponds to the positive part of the utterance, that is to say X; and enunciator E2 disagrees with
E1; but the two points of view are simultaneously present. After the pause,
as from a certain number of examples and as from a certain number of linguistic facts, I am going to try to show you that it is almost necessary to accept that representation of negative utterances: a negative utterance, properly speaking, has no unity...

***
Well, I was in the process of introducing the theory of polyphony, and
more especially the notion of enunciator, using the example of negation. I
remind you that for me a non-X utterance represents two enunciators, one
whose point of view is represented by the positive part, X, and the other,
E2, who disagrees with E1. Let us now apply that idea to a very simple sentence: “John won’t come”. We have an E1, whose point of view is that John
will come and an E2, who disagrees with E1. How is one to justify that
analysis? To start with, I shall be using what might be called syntactic kinds
of proofs, by showing that this form of analysis enables one to understand
the phenomenon of anaphora, that is to say of pronominal back reference,
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a phenomenon which it would often be very difficult to understand without a polyphonic analysis. Let us suppose that someone, having said “John
won’t come”, adds ... “and I regret it, because it would have been nice”. In
the second utterance we have two anaphoric pronouns, the it in “I regret
it” and the it in “it would have been nice”. You can see immediately that the
two occurrences of it do not refer back to the same thing at all. The it in “I
regret it” refers back to the idea that “John won’t come”: what is regretted is
that “John won’t come”. I will say therefore that it refers back to enunciator
E2’s point of view. On the other hand, the second it refers back to enunciator E1’s point of view, that is to say, it refers back to John’s future coming:
what would have been nice would have been John’s coming. If, within the
“John will come” utterance, one has not distinguished the positive and the
negative parts, it is extremely difficult, it seems to me, to explain the phenomenon of anaphora.
That is true for explicit anaphora, like the one I have taken as an example, but it is true also for anaphora that one could call implicit. On that
point, I am going to analyse a small text I found in a newspaper concerning the civil war in the Philippines. The journalist said that the Philippine
rebels were completely independent and were not set on or supported by
foreign powers but in the following utterance, the journalist said: “No state
(I am thinking of China) is supporting the rebels”. That is exactly what he
wrote, I assure you. At first sight, that utterance is an extremely surprising one. If no state is supporting the rebels, how can the journalist think of
China in particular? For that parenthesis, “I am thinking of China”, to be
understandable, it must (I can see no other solution) be analysed polyphonically. In “No state is supporting the rebels”, there are two points of view:
the E1 point of view, according to which “A state is supporting the rebels”,
and an E2 point of view, which disagrees with E1’s. The “I am thinking
of China” does not concern the whole of the negative utterance but only
the positive component which represents E1’s point of view or opinion, according to which a particular state is supporting the rebels: that is the opinion which the journalist is alluding to when he puts in “I am thinking of
China”. If one does not have a polyphonic analysis, I fail to see how one can
understand that kind of anaphora.
Now, I will use examples which, properly speaking, are no longer syntactic but rather, let us say, pragmatic. Let us imagine a family quarrel between Mr A and Mrs A. Mrs A asks her husband, Mr A, to make himself
useful about the house and do a certain number of things, for example clear
the table, do the washing-up, then take the rubbish down. Mr A, annoyed
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by these requests, answers his wife in a somewhat polemical way: “I can’t do
everything”. Much to my shame, I must confess that I must have given answers of that kind a few times – even if they are really shameful. Let us try to
explain Mr A’s utterance “I cannot do everything”. Let us first suppose that
one does not have polyphonic analysis at one’s disposal. One will say that
Mr A provides an argument “I cannot do everything” for the conclusion “I
cannot take the rubbish down”. It is the only possible analysis, without the
theory of polyphony. That analysis does not seem very interesting to me because the force of Mr A’s utterance is really too weak. The fact that he cannot do everything, which is undeniable, in no way prevents him from nevertheless taking the rubbish down: surely, he does not need to be all-powerful to take the rubbish down. One obtains, it seems to me, a far more interesting analysis if the theory of polyphony is adopted. In “I cannot do everything”, Mr A represents two enunciators: one enunciator (E1), according to
whom Mr A can do everything and another enunciator (E2), who disagrees
with E1. Who is that enunciator E1, whom Mr A puts forward, according to whom Mr A could do everything? The answer is, I think, quite easy:
E1 is Mrs A. Mr A makes out Mrs A as having contended, to justify her request, that her husband can do everything. As that is obviously absurd, Mr
A can side with enunciator E2, who disagrees with that absurd idea attributed to Mrs A. So, in that utterance, Mr A is something of a director, making up a little play, in which a woman tells him in an absurd way that he can
do everything, and he steals the show, playing the part of a reasonable man
– instead of putting forward a poor argument, as the non-polyphonic interpretation necessarily portrays him as doing (here, on the contrary, he argues
in a perfect way by rejecting his wife’s abusive claim). One understands the
strategy used in that discourse far better, I think, if the negative utterance
is analysed polyphonically.
I take another example of a discursive strategy which polyphony can
bring out easily. Let us suppose that a mother leaves her flat to go and do
some shopping, leaving her children in the flat. When the mother comes
back home, after having done her shopping, she notices that a vase has been
broken. Of course, she accuses the children of having broken it, and all the
children say that they have not broken it: “No, no, we haven’t done anything, we haven’t been playing football around the house, we’re absolutely
innocent”. The mother (I can imagine my own mother making an objection
of this sort very well) tells her children “Well, I didn’t break it”. I think that
a polyphonic analysis of that utterance of the mother’s “Well, I didn’t break
it” enables one to understand the strategy used by the mother to accuse her
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children. She represents a first enunciator E1, according to whom it is the
mother who has broken the vase, and, undeniably, enunciator E1 is the children. She makes the children out as being forced to say “You have broken
the vase” to defend themselves; and the mother has no difficulty then in rebutting that justification of the children’s, as she was not there at the material time. So, in saying “Well, I didn’t break it”, the mother makes the children speak, and she makes them do so in an absurd way. The mother, in the
case in point, does exactly what Mr A, in the previous example, did when he
spoke to his wife: they both put claims in their interlocutors’ mouths which
makes their interlocutors seem ridiculous. In France and, I believe, in many
Christian countries, there is a formula which enables one to replace the I in
my . My mother could have said, not “Well, I didn’t break it”, but “Well, the
Holy-Ghost [le Saint-Esprit] didn’t break it”, the Holy Ghost’s function being to do impossible things. My mother would thus have imagined in her
discourse that, to defend myself against the accusation, I would have to ascribe the responsibility to the Holy Ghost. The remarkable thing is that negation is not even useful here. My mother could simply have said, ironically,
“In that case, the Holy Ghost [le Saint-Esprit] must have broken it”, without negation, but with irony in her tone of voice; and the irony would have
played exactly the same role as negation.
A last example to show the usefulness of polyphonic analysis. I will
show how, through negation, one manages to construct an image of the
other in one’s own discourse. I go back to my example “John won’t come”.
“John won’t come” said by A. One can very well imagine that B, A’s addressee, answers something like “But I never said John would come!” One could
even have a shorter version: “But I never said that!” The interesting thing is
that in his utterance “But I never said that!”, B takes up the polyphony introduced by A. B interprets A’s utterance as representing E1 and E2, with
E1 thinking that John is coming. B gives that analysis of A’s utterance and,
moreover, he makes out enunciator E1, whom A represents in his utterance, as being identical with himself. B makes A out as having identified B
with enunciator E1. That is to say, B makes A out as having made him speak
when A represented enunciator E1, according to whom John would be
coming. Or in other words: B imagines that, in A’s speech, there is a representation of the addressee, that is to say B, with which B disagrees. And one
could easily imagine the dialogue going on. A could defend himself saying
“But I wasn’t thinking of you, I was thinking of somebody else, of C, who
had claimed that John would come”. Suppose that A answered “I wasn’t
thinking of you, I was thinking of somebody else, of C, who had claimed
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that John would come”. Then, A, in that third utterance, gives a polyphonic
interpretation to the first utterance again, simply he proposes another identification for enunciator E1. I think that there are a lot of discursive practices that rest on the ambiguity there is in the identification of enunciators.

***
Now, I would like to apply this analysis of negation to the study of a
short, and this time real, literary text, which will give me the opportunity, among other things, of conjuring up not only two but, – wait and see, –
three enunciators. In certain analyses of mine, – but I will not present them,
because it would take too long, – there are four, five, six, even seven enunciators: the number of enunciators is absolutely unlimited. The example I
am going to analyse seems interesting to me, at least interesting for the following lectures, because, in the course of the analysis, I will bring in certain
notions about argumentation which were mentioned in the last lecture and
which I will have to go into in greater detail in what follows. The text in
question is a short text from Pascal [which to quote I am going to “modernise”, because it is written in a slightly old form of French, which is relatively difficult to understand but, – trust me, – I have not falsified the facts].
The title of the text – very important for what follows – is Sound Opinions
of the People. So, Pascal is going to indicate a certain number of opinions of
the people which seem sound to him. And under that title, one finds the
following text:
“To be elegant is not so vain”.
Pascal then goes on to explain why being elegant is not so vain. Being elegant is not so vain, because it amounts to showing that a great number of
people work for you: it amounts to showing that one has a groom, a tailor,
a perfumer, etc. The conclusion is: being elegant amounts to showing one’s
power, it amounts to showing the importance one has within society and
such is the reason why, according to Pascal, being elegant is not vain. It is
the whole of the beginning which I would like to analyse, that is to say the
utterance “To be elegant is not so vain”. I will claim that there are at least
three enunciators in that utterance: E1, E2 and E3. Two of those enunciators are easy for us to identify, given the polyphonic analysis of negation
that I have put forward previously. The utterance is a negative one. So, if
one accepts my polyphonic analysis, there must be at least two enunciators:
according to E2 “To be elegant is vain”; and then, there is E3 who disagrees
with E2. That is something that springs directly from my polyphonic anal-
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ysis. Pascal makes someone speak, who criticizes elegance, who disagrees
with E2. When I say makes someone speak, I am using a metaphor of course:
enunciators do not actually speak. Enunciators do not have a mouth to
speak with, they are merely points of view. One should rather say that Pascal makes enunciator E2, according to whom elegance is a vanity, think.
Now, I claim that there is another enunciator whom I will call E1, an
enunciator according to whom one must be elegant. That means that one
would have a sort of dialogue with three turns: “One must be elegant”;
“No, elegance is vain”; “No, elegance is not vain”. Why do I bring in that
E1 enunciator which is, apparently, quite an arbitrary thing to do? I will
say that enunciator E1 is contained in the word elegant itself. It is not easy
to define being elegant. If you wanted to describe that predicate in descriptive terms, you would be at pains to do so. I will say that being elegant is being well-dressed and the word well is crucial in my analysis, because in the
very notion of elegance there is the notion of a way of dressing which is
good, a point which, precisely, my paraphrase brings out. One could say the
same thing in another way by saying that in the very notion of elegance, as
a word of the language-system, there is the idea that elegance is a quality,
and that idea is part of the very notion of elegance. So, it seems to me that
in the word itself, as an item of the lexicon, there is a sort of justification of
elegance, a justification which is like a fragment of discourse written into
the word elegant: the word elegance in itself comprises a justification of elegance. About an example studied yesterday (the example of parents telling
their children not to touch a dog because the dog is dirty), I said that the
word dirty in itself contained a criticism of dirtiness and that one could not
understand the word dirty without introducing a sort of discourse according to which dirtiness must be kept away from. Similarly, but inversely, elegance is a way of dressing which is good. So, in Pascal’s text, there is enunciator E1 who picks up that element contained in the lexicon. I will say, if
you like, that he is a lexical enunciator. Whereas the enunciators introduced
by not are enunciators whom one could call syntactical, E1 is an enunciator
incorporated in the lexicon of the language-system itself through whom
viewing elegance as a quality is imposed.
How is one now to justify that analysis? I will put forward two justifications. The first justification is that the analysis is wholly in conformity with Pascal’s political theories, and especially those which are expounded immediately after that remark in Pascal’s text itself. For Pascal (let me remind you of his political theory), there are three possible attitudes towards
the organisation of society and generally towards power. There is firstly the
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attitude of the people. The people believe that the organisation of society is
fair. The people, in Pascal’s view, believe in the justice of society: they believe that the king is a good, intelligent, handsome man endowed with all
imaginable qualities; they believe that the laws are fair, that the members of
the aristocracy are those who have the highest value in society, etc. Believing that the organisation of society is fair, the people comply with the organisation of society because of the fairness which they credit it with: the
people obey the laws because they believe the laws are fair. That is the first
possible attitude. Second attitude: the attitude of people Pascal calls the
semi-wise. The semi-wise are people who have noticed that the organisation of society is unfair, more exactly that it has nothing to do with fairness
and is simply based on force: the people who dominate others are merely the strongest, and there is no legitimacy whatsoever to their domination
over others. More generally, no institution has any legitimacy. So, the semiwise have observed that the organisation of society has no justice in it, and
from this observation, they draw the conclusion that since the organisation
of society has no justice in it, since it is based merely on force, one must not
submit to the organisation of society, one must avoid obeying it as much
as possible: the semi-wise are revolutionaries; or at least, potential revolutionaries. Then, there is a third possible attitude, which according to Pascal is the good one. It is the attitude of the wise, therefore of Pascal himself, which consists in this: the wise, like the semi-wise, have observed that
the institution of society is wholly foreign to justice and is based on mere
force. So, as far as the analysis of social reality is concerned, the wise wholly agree with the semi-wise and wholly disagree with the people. But the
wise do not draw from that unjust character of the organisation of society the same conclusions as the semi-wise do: the wise, on the contrary, conclude that one must respect the organisation of society. Not respect it intellectually but respect it in fact: one must submit to, comply with the organisation of society. Their argument is the following. Man, by nature, is unfair:
man has neither a knowledge of justice nor, when he does have some idea
of what justice might be, does he have any tendency in him to follow that
idea of justice. For that reason, it is an excellent thing that the organisation
of justice should be unfair: if the organisation of justice were fair, men, being as they are, would constantly be fighting against it. An unfair society is
appropriate to the unfair. For example, Pascal in a well-known text says the
following: it is a very good thing that the king should be chosen at random,
simply on the ground that he is the precedent king’s eldest son, because that
greatly simplifies the succession of kings. If one had to elect the fairest, the
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most reasonable, the most intelligent king, seeing that men are fundamentally unfair, they would never reach an agreement as to whom to elect. It is
therefore wholly desirable to have a completely absurd society, consisting in
naming the precedent king’s eldest son king: one thus knows who is going
to reign, immediately, without strife, without civil war. Having observed
the injustice of society, the wise conclude therefore that one must submit to
society, because an unfair society is perfectly in accordance with what human nature is fundamentally: it is especially desirable that society should be
governed by force, because we have a natural tendency towards submitting
to force and a society which is ruled by force has a greater chance of being
peaceful whereas a society claiming to be ruled by justice would be a society constantly dominated by anti-establishment activity. Anti-establishment
in his opinions, Pascal was not at all so in practice: he was as conservative in
fact as he was a revolutionary in his ideas.
I can now label my three enunciators E1, E2 and E3 as the people, the
semi-wise and the wise, for I think that enunciator E1, according to whom
one must be elegant, is the people. The people consider elegance as a value,
the effect of which is that it respects people who are indeed elegant, for it
sees a proof of their superiority in their elegance. Now the semi-wise come
in: they have noticed that elegance proves rigorously nothing – one can be
elegant and perfectly stupid – and they conclude that one must dress in any
old way, that one must make fun of elegant people, etc. Finally, we have the
wise, that I identify with enunciator E3, and so with Pascal. The wise agree
with the semi-wise on one point, in so much as elegance has a certain vanity in it, but from that vanity of elegance, the wise do not draw the same
conclusion as the semi-wise do: the wise draw the conclusion that one must
try to be elegant, at least to the degree that your social situation imposes
upon you, in order to make the position you hold in society visibly clear.
For there to be peace and order in society, one must be able to guess what
someone’s social situation is on seeing him: one way of showing a superior
social situation is to dress in a luxurious way, because that shows wealth. So,
it seems to me that my analysis in terms of three enunciators enables one to
relate Pascal’s text with his political theories in general.
More precisely now, that polyphonic description makes one understand
the title of the fragment, which could seem quite astonishing, if one had
not carried out that polyphonic analysis. The general title is Sound Opinions of the People. Suppose that you do not have enunciator E1: well then,
one no longer sees those sound opinions of the people appear. The idea that
elegance is vain is an opinion of the semi-wise, it is not an opinion of the
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people. Besides, the attitude of the wise, which gives a value to elegance, but
a wholly, how shall I say, indirect value, in so much as it is a manifestation of
force – well, of course, that is not an idea of the people either. E1 is the only
enunciator who can represent the opinion of the people. My analysis of Pascal’s sentence therefore shows how useful polyphonic analysis for the understanding of texts can be. It also enables one to introduce a notion which
is to play an important role in what I will be saying next: the notion of lexical enunciator, since I put a point of view, a judgment within the word elegant itself. I do not think one can understand even the meaning of the word
elegant without representing elegance as a quality to oneself. There is no
other way of understanding elegance than to introduce the notion of quality in it, or more precisely of goodness. Thus the function of lexical enunciator E1 corresponds to the idea that as their intrinsic meaning, words of the
language-system contain a certain number of discourse fragments, which, using a term taken from Aristotle, I will later call topoi. To develop that point
will be the purpose of the next lecture.

***
I will conclude now by talking about the bearing this theory of polyphony has on what I said last time. Last time, you remember I said that I
would try to chase the notions of true and false from linguistic semantics.
To a certain degree, I have progressed in that direction with my theory of
polyphony. But to a certain degree too, I am very far from having reached
the point I had assigned myself.
Why have I progressed in that direction? If one accepts the theory of
polyphony, one must say that every utterance is a sort of small play, a sort
of mini-dialogue. Now, there is not much sense in judging an utterance in
terms of true and false. A dialogue is neither true nor false: a play is neither
true nor false; it represents a certain number of opinions or positions, and
one cannot ascribe the qualities true or false to the whole of a play. So, by
bringing in polyphony, I have contributed to show that the notion of truth
or falsehood cannot be applied to utterances taken as a whole. That is a
progress towards the objective I have assigned to myself.
But at the same time, I am still very far from that objective – for the following reason. If it is true that, according to polyphonic analysis, utterances
themselves consist in dialogues that cannot be judged in terms of true and
false, the fact remains that the different enunciators that I have introduced
within the semantic structure of utterances do represent points of view that
one could perhaps describe in terms of truth and falsehood. If you want, my
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theory of polyphony, if it does chase truth-conditional considerations out
from the global analysis of utterances does not chase them out from the detailed analysis of utterances. It may still be the case that the points of view of
my different enunciators can be described with true and false conditions. In
other words, one could at this stage make the same criticism to me as I made
to Searle. Concerning Searle, I maintained that by distinguishing the illocutionary force and the propositional content, by saying that the meaning
of an utterance was the ascription of an illocutionary force to a propositional content, he prevented judging the utterance as a whole in terms of truth
and falsehood: since the utterance is an act, it is, on that count, neither true
nor false. That, I put to Searle’s credit but I also addressed Searle a reproach.
I said: in the analysis that he gives of meaning, he maintains an area, that is
the propositional content, which is defined in terms of truth and falsehood.
Of course, he refuses to apply those notions of truth and falsehood to the
whole of meaning but he does maintain a sort of little cubby hole, a little
compartment where truth and falsehood are still relevant. One could make
the same reproach to me: one could say “your theory of polyphony shows
that an utterance, taken as a whole, cannot be given a truth-conditional description but the different elements that you put within the meaning of utterances, well perhaps they could be described in terms of truth and falsehood”. It is that possibility which I will be discussing in the next three lectures when presenting my theory of argumentation. I will try to show that
as elementary as they may be, the points of view of the enunciators cannot
be described in truth-conditional terms.

Lecture III
December 11

L

et me begin by reminding you of where we have got to so far in this
series of lectures. As I told you the first time, my general objective is
to construct a conception of linguistic meaning which relies neither on the
notion of truth or falsehood nor on the notion of information, or at least
which relies on those notions as little as possible. For me, the meaning of
an utterance – at least deep down – is not the information which that utterance provides about the outer world; it is not the description which that
utterance gives of reality. Last time, to eliminate that usual conception of
meaning, according to which meaning and information, or truth-conditions, are one and the same thing, I introduced the theory of polyphony.
This theory leads one to think that each one of our utterances represents
a multiplicity of points of view, some of which can differ from the locutor’s. For example, in a negative utterance such as »Peter will not come«,
we have one point of view according to which Peter will come and another
point of view, which disagrees with the first. You remember that I called the
origin of those points of view enunciators. That led me on to say that in the
utterance “Peter will not come”, there are two enunciators, that I labelled
E1 and E2: E1 has a point of view according to which Peter will come and
E2 disagrees with E1. If one accepts that, one sees the notion of information or of description disappear. Indeed, if an utterance is a sort of mini-dialogue between two enunciators, it becomes extremely difficult to assess it
in terms of truth and of falsehood: a dialogue in itself is neither true nor
false, and one fails to see how one could apply the notion of truth to the utterance if, as I have suggested it be, it is described polyphonically, as a dialogue, a confrontation of different enunciators. That was where we had got
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to last time. Now, I am still quite far from having completed the task I have
set myself (as a matter of fact, fortunately so, as I have another three lectures to find material for!). I have only shown that an utterance could not
be described in terms of truth and of falsehood but I have not shown that
the different enunciators’ points of view could not be described in terms
of truth and falsehood. I have forced out those notions of truth and falsehood from the global meaning of an utterance but they might remain valid as far as the enunciator’s points of view are concerned. The task I must
now accomplish consists in forcing the notion of truth and of information
out from not only the global meaning but also the enunciator’s points of
view. I will have to show you a way of describing those points of view which
does not bring in the notion of truth or of information. That is what I am
going to do, or try to do, with the theory of argumentation, about which I
am going to speak in the last three lectures. Today, I will give you a general picture of this theory, two aspects of which I will develop in the two remaining lectures.
I have built up this theory of argumentation with several collaborators:
the one I have most worked with is Jean-Claude Anscombre, with whom I
have written several books and articles, and we have called our theory the
theory of argumentation in the language-system, in short the TAL. I will be
introducing the general idea of the TAL now. To do so, I will have to impose a few definitions upon you first, which I apologize for. Then, I will try
to illustrate those definitions with as many examples as possible. But I cannot avoid starting with a few austere and repelling definitions.

***
The general thesis of the TAL is that the argumentative function of a
discourse segment is at least partly determined by its linguistic structure,
whether the segment in question is an utterance or a segment of an utterance. When I speak of linguistic structure, I mean the sentence, which in a
previous lecture I have defined as being a linguistic entity. The argumentative function of a discourse segment is at least partly determined by its linguistic structure, and irrespective of the information which that segment
conveys about the outer world. So, the argumentative function or value (I
have not yet said what that was but I shall do so in a moment) is determined
by the language-system itself. That is why we have called our theory the theory of argumentation IN the language-system. [In Saussure’s terms], for us,
the argumentative value of parole has its origin in langue: the language-system determines what speech is argumentatively used for. Now, I must de-
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fine the notion of argumentative function. The argumentative function of
discourse segments consists in their representing enunciators whose points
of view have an argumentative orientation. What I mean by argumentative
orientation must now be defined. The point of view of an enunciator E’s
having argumentative orientation means that it is represented as being able
to justify a certain conclusion, or to make that conclusion acceptable. The
argumentative function of a segment consists in representing enunciators
whose points of view are argumentatively oriented. My general thesis then
is that the representation of argumentatively oriented points of view is determined by the linguistic structure of discourse segments, – irrespective of
the information which those segments provide. I will now explain my definitions: to do that, I am going to take a certain number of examples.
I think the clearest case, the most obvious discourse segment having an
argumentative function is a segment which is given as an argument for a
certain conclusion. It is the case where in a piece of discourse, one finds
a string of the following type: A, so C. A could be “The weather’s beautiful”, for example, and C, “Let’s go for a walk!” One could also have said: C,
since or because A: “Let’s go for a walk” (C), since “The weather’s beautiful” (A). When in discourse, you have a string of that kind, it is clear that A,
given as an argument aimed at getting C accepted, does have an argumentative function, that is to say that A represents an enunciator whose point
of view is represented as leading on to the conclusion. In my examples, A
represents an enunciator, who ascribes the quality beautiful to the weather
and who considers that quality the weather has as a good reason to go for
a walk. I have deliberately taken a very simple example, in which it is difficult to see any other enunciators than the one ascribing the quality beautiful to the weather and representing that satisfactory quality of the weather
as a good reason for going for a walk.
Now, an argumentative function can be attributed to discourse segments which do not state the targeted conclusion, that is, in which the conclusion is completely implicit. I go back to a previous example. Someone
proposes to walk somewhere with me, for example to walk back to my hotel, and I simply answer: “It’s far away”. Even if I have not made the conclusion explicit, the only possible way to understand my answer “It’s far away”
is to understand it as being oriented towards the conclusion: “I don’t want
to walk there, the distance is too great for the means of going there which
you propose to be an acceptable one”. So, even if it is not followed by a So
something, my “It’s far away” is intrinsically oriented towards the conclusion
“Let’s not walk there”. Take another example in which the conclusion is not
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explicit. Let us suppose that someone proposes to go and see a film, and that
you answer: “I’ve already seen that film”. Or again, someone suggests seeing
some monument, and you say: “Oh, I’ve already visited that monument”. Or
again, someone suggests going for a walk, and you answer: “I’ve already gone
on that walk”. I think that in those three cases, everyone will understand the
answer as being oriented towards a refusal of the suggestion made to you.
“I’ve already seen that film” means “No, it’s not worth our seeing it together”,
“I’ve already gone on that walk”, “so I don’t want to go again”. Notice, by the
way, how strange that is: it is rather strange, because the fact that one has already gone on a particular walk does not prevent one from going again. Personally, I take enormous pleasure in walking around Paris and all the walks I
go for are walks I have gone on a hundred times. However, it so happens that
the expression “I’ve already been on that walk” is immediately understood as
a reason for not going on that walk again. I would rather like to know why. I
hope I can give you an idea of why that is so by the end of the last lecture but
I wanted to make you feel that there is a problem here.
So, sometimes, we have A segments, which are argumentatively oriented, even if they are not connected to a conclusion. I now take another example of a segment which, though the conclusion is not apparent, is nevertheless argumentatively oriented. Let us suppose that you have string of the
following type: A but B. Someone suggests going for a walk (I am taking
the same example), and you answer: “The weather’s beautiful but I’m tired”.
Everyone, I think, will understand that your answer “The weather’s beautiful but I’m tired” is a way of refusing the suggestion of going for a walk.
You cannot say: “All right, let’s go for that walk, the weather’s beautiful but
I’m tired”. You will have to say: “No, let’s not go for that walk, it’s true the
weather’s beautiful but I’m tired”. To describe that situation, I say that when
the two segments, A and B, are connected by but, they are each oriented towards opposite conclusions. In my example, A is oriented towards the conclusion Let’s (“The weather’s beautiful” is viewed as a reason for going for
a walk) and segment B (“I’m tired”) is viewed as a reason for not going for
a walk, that is to say it leads towards the opposite conclusion Let’s not. It
seems to me that if one wants to give a general description of a conjunction
like but, one must say (personally, I can see no other solution) that the function of this conjunction is to represent the two segments it connects as being oriented towards opposite conclusions. The very fact that you put a but
between “The weather’s beautiful” and “I’m tired” leads you to read into the
“The weather’s beautiful” segment a point of view favorable to the walk and
into “I’m tired” another point of view, oriented against the walk.
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To show that this argumentative value given to but is specific and peculiar, I am going to try to imagine other possible ways of understanding
the connective. A certain number of my American colleagues say that one
need only bring in a notion which for ten or so years has had a lot of success
in the United States: the notion of implicature. That notion is claimed to
make argumentation theory unnecessary. To begin, let me say a word on the
notion of implicature. [...] I think I used the notion [or its French equivalent] at a time when it was not yet fashionable. Well then, what is an implicature? An implicature is information necessary for a given utterance to be
in conformity with the general rules governing discourse behaviour. We all
know that one cannot say any thing at any time: there are a certain number
of norms or maxims which govern or command discourse. I am not going
to say, all of a sudden, “The weather’s beautiful” (although I have just used
that sentence a good ten or so times as a linguistic example). I am not going to interrupt my lecture to say: “The weather’s beautiful”. Indeed, there
is a rule according to which, when one says something, that thing must be,
as one often says, relevant, that is to say must have some bearing on the utterance-situation. So I cannot say to you “The weather’s beautiful” without implying that given the utterance-situation, I have reasons to say so to
you. One of the possible reasons for saying “The weather’s beautiful” could
be the intention of suggesting that we go for a walk (but one can imagine
many others, so long as they make the utterances conform with the norm
of discourse according to which our utterances must be relevant to the situation). When you have to interpret my hypothetical “The weather’s beautiful”, you will always imagine some reason of that kind, for example that I
wanted to suggest going for a walk to you, intention which thus becomes
an implicature from my utterance. For the American linguists I am alluding to, what I call argumentativity is simply implicature: in at least a certain
number of circumstances, the utterance “The weather’s beautiful” implies
that one would like to go for a walk because otherwise it would not be relevant to utter it. According to the objection made against me, the but connective serves, as they say, to defeat the implicature. I told you “The weather’s beautiful”. You have concluded that I wanted to go for a walk, because
otherwise my utterance would not be relevant and would not conform to
discourse norms. In adding “but I’m tired”, I am simply trying to defeat that
predictable implicature.
I would like to show you now that this description which aims at depriving the notion of argumentation of its usefulness is wholly insufficient
in a great number of cases. In the example I took, it is just about sufficient
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but there are a good many cases where it is not at all operative and where the
but absolutely does not behave as an implicature-defeater. On that point, I
will simply take two examples. First example: “Peter doesn’t know all wines
but he does know some”, which is a wholly natural use of but. Let us try to
analyse that stretch of discourse with the notion of implicature. The classical view is that “He doesn’t know all wines” implies “He knows some”. Indeed, it would be absurd and contrary to the rules of conversation to say
that someone does not know all wines if thereby one did not imply that he
does not know some. When I say “I don’t know all French wines”, you immediately conclude that I know some. If I did not know any, I would be
misleading you in saying that I did not know all of them. But then you do
see that in my example but absolutely does not defeat the implicature: quite
the contrary, it confirms it. The implicature was “Peter knows some wines”,
then one has a but and one adds “He knows some”. So the description of
but as an implicature-defeater is visibly inadequate, at least in that particular case, even it is just about operative in other cases, like the first I envisaged. Personally, I will not use the notion of implicature to describe but
(which does not mean that I believe the notion of implicature is useless: I
simply think that it does not help to describe but). I think that the function
of but is to bring out the argumentative potential of discourse segments. In
my personal description, I will say therefore that the utterance “Peter does
not know all wines” is oriented towards a certain conclusion, like Peter’s ignorance as to wines (if you like, in saying “Peter does not know all wines”, I
am criticizing, or at least devaluating whatever knowledge Peter may have
of wines). By contrast, “He knows some” is oriented towards the opposite
conclusion: it is a way of bringing out the knowledge of the person I am
speaking about. So, for me, in putting in but between “Peter doesn’t know
all wines” and “He knows some”, one is making the argumentative function
of “Peter doesn’t know all wines” clear or, in other words, one is making it
clear that this discourse segment represents an enunciator who justifies an
unfavourable appreciation of Peter’s knowledge as to wines.
I take a second and last example. Perhaps I am overstressing this but for
me, it is extremely important to bring out what is original about argumentation. Take sentences like “Peter would have liked to come but he didn’t”
or “Peter would have liked to come but he wasn’t able to”. I have used the
conditional mood deliberately. The use of that mood clearly implies that
Peter did not come. If I thought that Peter had come, I would have said
“Peter had a great desire to come” but I would not have used the conditional. So, I have an implicature “Peter did not come” (the Americans, in that
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case, would speak of a conventional implicature). But that implicature is not
all defeated by what follows but, that is “He was not able to”. On the contrary, the implicature “Peter did not come” is confirmed, or at least is explained by what follows but. So, here again, one cannot say that but functions as an implicature-defeater: once again, the notion of implicature does
not seem relevant to describe the function of but. For my part, I would describe the function of but in that stretch of discourse by saying that “Peter
would have liked to come” represents an enunciator indicating the desire
Peter had of coming, an enunciator who gives an argument for Peter’s coming. Of course, in saying “Peter would have liked to come”, in a sense, I am
saying that Peter did not come but at the same time, I am indicating the desire Peter had of coming and that desire, like any desire, is an argument for
its own fulfilment. So, I will say that the segment “Peter would have liked
to come” is argumentative: it has an argumentative function, in the sense
that it represents an enunciator whose point of view justifies the idea that
Peter was to come; after that, but introduces a segment that is oriented towards the opposite conclusion, Peter’s not coming. It seems to me therefore
that but for the same reason as so can bring out the argumentative function
of discourse segments, that is to say the argumentative orientation of the
points of view which a stretch of discourse represents. I do not think it can
be described otherwise.
Now, let me give you the example of another word, about which we will
have a lot to say later: the word even. Let us suppose that I am telling you
about a meeting I was at, and that I say to you “There was Peter, and even
John”. What does even do, which links the idea that there was Peter and the
idea that there was John? For my part, I describe the function of even with
the help of the notion of argumentation and I cannot describe it otherwise.
I say that when one links, when one connects two discourse segments with
even, one represents the two segments as being oriented towards a same
conclusion, that I arbitrarily call R, the second segment being a more forceful argument than the first relatively to that conclusion. If you want to understand my stretch of discourse “There was Peter and even John”, you must
ask yourself “Why did he say even?” To answer that question, the only solution (at least, I cannot see any other) seems to be to ask yourself what I have
tried to show, that is to say, what the conclusion that I have tried to justify
is. To understand my even, you must find a conclusion which is justified by
“There was Peter” and which is also justified and, if I may say so, even more
justified by “There was John”. That conclusion is not specified in the discourse. It could be “We had fun: there was Peter, who is very amusing and
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even, there was John, who is even more amusing”.It could mean “We got
very bored: there was Peter, who is very boring, and there was even John
who is worse than boring”. It could mean “The meeting was a great social
event: there was Peter, who is the Prime Minister, and even, there was John,
who is the President of the Republic”. It could mean “The meeting was a
great failure: there was Peter, who has really no social status and there was
John, who has even less of a social status”. You can imagine what you like.
But once you see an even between two segments, you must say to yourself
that both segments are oriented towards a common conclusion. Or, in my
terminology, each of those segments represents an enunciator whose point
of view is oriented towards a certain conclusion.
After having tried to explain what I mean by argumentative orientation,
I would like to make what I have just been saying clearer, and then after a
little pause, I will try to justify the general thesis that I formulated at the beginning of this lecture (for the moment, it is not at all justified). I would
like you on the one hand to notice the expression represented, which I used
in my definition of argumentative points of view. Let me read my definition
over to you again: to say that an enunciator’s point of view is argumentatively oriented is to say that it is represented as being able to justify a certain
conclusion. I must insist upon the reasons that have led me to say represented as, and not simply justify a certain conclusion. Imagine a short stretch of
discourse, in which one is speaking about someone whom I will once again
call Peter: “Peter is stupid, so he’ll be successful”. It does not seem at all stupid to me to say things of that sort. Stupidity, in a great number of cases, is
wholly an asset for at least a certain type of success. Let us suppose that I
say to you “Peter is stupid, so he’ll be successful”. Given the presence of so,
one must (if the preceding analyses are correct) accept that stupidity is oriented towards a conclusion of the success type. But that does not at all force
the linguist, as such, to think that stupidity, in general, is a cause for success. It only means that in a particular discourse, stupidity is represented as
a cause for success, as a factor of success. The important thing is what is represented in a piece of discourse as justifying a conclusion, not what effectively does justify it.
Second and last clarification. To say that a segment A has an argumentative function is quite different from claiming (this point is for me absolutely essential) that A is an argument in the logical sense of the word, that
is to say a premise for a conclusion in a piece of reasoning. Remember my
example “Peter would have liked to come but he couldn’t”. I said that the
first segment was argumentatively oriented towards Peter’s coming. But it
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is quite obvious that one is not going to use it, in a piece of reasoning, to
prove that Peter did come. My notion of argumentativity is linguistic: it
does not correspond to logical inference.

***
In the first part of this lecture, I tried to explain to you what I meant
by the argumentative function of a discourse-segment, that is to say, by the
argumentative orientation of a point of view. Now, I must try to prove my
thesis, according to which the argumentative function of a discourse-segment is at least partly determined (I would like to be able to say totally but
I am not confident enough to say that) by its linguistic structure, that is to
say, by the sentence which that segment is an occurrence of, and that irrespective of the information which that segment provides. To show this, I
am going to give examples, which will all be of just about the same nature: I
am going to be comparing two sentences which provide the same information, or more precisely, the utterances of which provide the same information but which nevertheless have wholly different argumentative functions.
So, I am going to indicate a certain number of pairs of sentences, in which
there is no change as to the informative value but a very important change
as to the argumentative value.
To begin, I am going to compare “It’s eight” and “It’s only eight”. Let us
suppose that someone starts a stretch of discourse saying “It’s eight”. One
can very well imagine his going on with a conclusion of the following type:
“It’s early, don’t hurry, take your time”. But one can also imagine that after
having said “It’s eight”, the same locutor should go on with: “It’s late, hurry,
there’s not a minute to waste”. So, two types of follow-ups are possible after “It’s eight”. But notice now what happens after “It’s only eight”. I think it
is impossible to follow up with: “It’s late, hurry”. The string “It’s only eight,
it’s late, hurry!” makes no sense. What would be possible on the other hand
would be “It’s only eight BUT it’s nevertheless late, you must hurry”. What
there would be no difficulty in understanding is “It’s only eight, so it’s early. Don’t hurry!” whereas it would be absurd to replace so by but. The argumentative function of the utterance of those two sentences is thus extremely different: “It’s eight” can be oriented either towards earliness or towards
lateness; “It’s only eight” can be oriented only towards earliness and not at
all towards lateness.
Now, I think you will admit without difficulty that the information
provided by those two utterances is exactly the same. I am giving exactly
the same piece of information when I say “It’s eight” as when I say “It’s only
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eight”. You cannot answer: “It’s eight, that’s true but it’s false that it’s only
eight”. If you find one true, you find the other true, if you find one false, you
find the other false. So, we have here an example of utterances which provide the same information but which do not have, which cannot have the
same follow-ups at all. In other words, the point of view about the time is
oriented differently in “It’s eight” and in “It’s only eight”. That does not at
all depend upon the information given: it depends simply on the linguistic
structure, that is to say, the sentence of which the segment is an occurrence
of. It is the word only which forces you to choose a follow-up of the “It’s early” type, and makes a follow-up of the “It’s late” type impossible.
To show you how difficult the problem is, compare “Peter will be arriving at eight” and “Peter will be arriving only at eight”. I am not going
to resolve the problem but I am simply pointing it out to you. “Peter will
be arriving at eight” has two possible follow-ups to it: “Peter will be arriving at eight, that’s really early”; “Peter will be arriving at eight, that’s really
too late” – Peter’s arrival can be represented in whichever way, as late or as
an event that is to happen early. Now, let us look at “Peter will be coming
ONLY at eight”. That means “He will not be arriving before eight, he will
not be arriving any earlier than eight”. The utterance “Peter will be arriving only at eight” is necessarily oriented towards lateness; it cannot be oriented towards earliness. You can see the linguistic problem involved here
(it would take several hours to try to resolve it): “It’s only eight”, as we have
seen, is oriented towards earliness but “He’ll be arriving only at eight”, on
the contrary, is oriented towards lateness! So, only, from the argumentative point of view, has two different effects, depending on whether it modifies the time it is (“It’s only eight”) or the time at which an event happens!
That is the type of problem one has to deal with when one is in argumentative linguistics, and it is by no means an easy one. I have, for my part, tried
to find reasons for which only has those opposite effects, but all I wanted to
point out was the kind of problem one encounters when one goes into what
I call argumentative linguistics. We know that only has two opposite argumentative effects. Well then, why?
I take another example, but which will still be of the same nature. The
purpose is still to show that two utterances with the same informative value do not have and cannot have the same argumentative value. Compare
“It’s almost eight” on the one hand and “It’s not eight yet” on the other, and
look for their possible follow-ups (the argumentative description of an utterance requires looking for its follow-ups, because these bring out the argumentative orientation of the points of view which the utterance repre-
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sents). “It’s almost eight”, I think, can be oriented only towards conclusions
of the “It’s late” type: “It’s almost eight, hurry! It’s almost eight, walk faster if you want to be on time!” I could not say: “It’s almost eight, you’ve got
plenty of time”. With almost eight, the time is viewed as late. On the contrary, when I say “It’s not eight yet”, it is the opposite type of conclusions
which become possible: “It’s not eight yet, you’ve got plenty of time! It’s not
yet eight, there’s no need to hurry!” However, you will agree with me that
the information given by almost eight and not eight yet is exactly the same: in
both cases, it is, I don’t know, say, five to eight, ten to eight. So, once again,
we have two utterances which give the same information but which have a
wholly different argumentative function and that argumentative function
is necessarily linked to the words themselves, the words those utterances are
made of, that is to say, to the language-system, to the linguistic structure,
quite irrespective of the information given.
I take a third example (taking examples is all I am going to be doing until the end of this lecture). I am going to speak to you about the two expressions little and a little. In English, in most Romance languages [like
French] and also in some other Germanic languages like German (perhaps
also in some other languages that I do not know), those two expressions
are, – how shall I say? – “built” in the same way: the idea of a little is obtained by putting an indefinite article before the word which designates the
idea little. In other languages, things are more complicated and the difference between the two notions is marked in a more subtle way. We are going to compare the semantic effects of little and a little. Let us compare “Peter has worked a little” and “Peter has worked little”. Within an argumentative framework of analysis, to compare these expressions means looking
for their possible follow-ups. After having said “Peter has worked little”, it
seems wholly reasonable to me to go on and say “He can’t be tired”. On
the contrary, after “Peter has worked a little”, I would go on in the opposite way: “He must be more or less tired” or even quite simply “He must be
tired”. So the expressions go in completely different directions. However, I
think one can say (although there is much debate on this point) that the information given by “Peter has worked a little” and “Peter has worked little”
is nearly identical.
To show that the information given by those two segments “Peter has
worked a little” and “Peter has worked little” are roughly identical, I would
like to make you notice that one can very well say “Peter has worked LITTLE but still, he has done so A LITTLE”. I point out that fact to show, I
remind you, that in both cases, there is the same information. Indeed, when
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one connects two discourse-segments with but, those two segments must
be compatible with one another. I cannot say “Peter has come but he has
not come” or “Peter is fair-haired but he is brown-haired” (at least in the ordinary use of language, that is the use which depends on the idea, or the illusion, of informative value). Consequently, if one can say “He has worked
LITTLE but still, he has done so A LITTLE” without any difficulty, it is
because little and a little are compatible. To complete my demonstration,
I must point out that if those two quantities are compatible, they must be
identical. If there were a difference between little and a little, the two indications would be incompatible. For example, if little were less than a little,
there would be a contradiction in saying “little but a little”, – a contradiction which no-one is aware of ! So there again is a case where two expressions with wholly different and even opposite argumentative values cannot
be distinguished from the informational point of view (for argumentative
purposes, I am making myself out as accepting the use of that notion of information!).
I am now going to take examples from another area (if I have time after that, I shall come back on little and a little) so as to show that what we
have here is a wholly general phenomenon in language. First, a commonplace remark, one that has been made for a long time: how is the difference between “The bottle is half full” and “The bottle is half empty” to be
described? From the informational point of view, the difference is rather
hard to establish. If I make a little drawing to depict the bottle which is half
empty, it is going to be the same as the drawing depicting the bottle which
is half full, is it not? But from the argumentative point of view, the two expressions have fundamentally different values. The utterance “The bottle
is half empty” can be connected with conclusions of the type: “It must be
filled up” or “Another one must be bought”, in other words, with conclusions which are relevant to the empty or half-empty state of the bottle. On
the contrary, if I start by saying “The bottle is half full”, the expected conclusions are of the type: “It’s not worth buying another straight now”, “We
can still wait a little”, and so on. The conclusions we have here are relevant
to the filled-up state. That is brought out in a spectacular way if you put
an interjection like “unfortunately!” before or after either sentence. In saying “The bottle is half empty. Unfortunately!”, you are complaining about
the empty state of the bottle. It is the remark to be expected from a heavydrinker on his noticing that half his wine is already gone. But in saying “The
bottle is half full. Unfortunately!”, what you are complaining about is that
there should be something left in the bottle. That, our heavy-drinker is not
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going to say. Who will? Most probably his wife, annoyed at the idea that
her husband still has half a bottle of wine to drink. In any case, the filledup state of the bottle will be what the argumentative follow-up after “The
bottle is half-full” will be relevant to and after “The bottle is half-empty”,
it will be relevant to its empty state. That is so, although the information is
exactly the same. So, facts, information, in such cases, do not determine argumentative value at all (even if the existence of such facts is brought into
linguistics – which, as I told you at the beginning, is not something I do –
they are irrelevant in the examples I have just been taking for argumentative analysis).
Now, I am going to take examples exclusively related to the lexicon itself. I remind you of an example that I took, I think, during the first lecture. We had compared far and nearby: “It’s far”, “It’s nearby”. At first, you
have the impression that the information given is not the same. But that is
an impression which disappears if you look at these words more carefully.
You can say either “It’s far” or “It’s nearby”, without a change in the situation and about the same distance which you have no uncertainty about. I
am going to take the example I gave a couple of days ago. Someone suggests
I walk with him to a certain place. I know what the distance in question is
exactly. Let us even suppose that I can say how much it measures: I know it
measures, say, a mile. Whatever the situation, I can very well say: “It’s far”.
But I can also very well say: “It’s near”. The information has therefore no relevance to our choice of the words. What then, is the difference between the
two answers: “It’s far” and “It’s nearby”? The difference is that the answer
“It’s far” will be understood as a refusal of the suggestion which has been
made to me whereas the other answer “It’s nearby” will, on the contrary, be
understood as an approval, an acceptance. If someone suggests “Let’s walk
to your hotel!”, I can answer either “Oh, no. It’s far” or “All right, it’s nearby” but the distance remains the same: simply, in one case, I refuse to walk
there and in the other, I accept. The difference then is not informational: it
is purely argumentative.
Yet another example. Take these two words: thrifty, avaricious. Is there
any informational difference between my describing someone as thrifty and
my describing him as avaricious? I defy you to say: “It’s true he’s thrifty
if such and such conditions obtain”; “It’s true he’s avaricious if such and
such other conditions obtain”. It is not at all on the grounds of the information provided that you can distinguish the thrifty from the avaricious, it
seems to me. The difference is in the attitude you adopt towards the person
you are speaking about. You can say to someone “He’ll be a good husband,
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he’s thrifty”, because the language-system makes out thriftiness to be a good
quality (even if it can be considered as a rather dismal one) but it will be far
more difficult to have the same follow-up with avaricious. You can hardly
say “Oh, I rather like him, he’s avaricious” (even if you appreciate the fact
that the person in question spends little). You cannot like avarice: what I
mean is that you cannot say that you like someone and at the same time
call avarice the quality you say you like in him. That does not mean that the
information is not the same in the two cases. But it is the language-system
which imposes one argumentative orientation rather than the other.

***
It is facts like those (of which there are many, many more, I think) which
have brought us to say that argumentation is written into the language-system itself, into the most linguistic aspect of the structure of our utterances. As I have five or ten minutes left, I would like to go back now to my example of little and a little and consider an objection which is sometimes
made to me. I have told you that in saying “He’s worked little” or “He’s
worked a little”, the same information was being given. Some people think
that this is not true and that there is an informational difference, a difference in the facts being described, between “He’s worked little” and “He’s
worked a little”. If, for example, one measures work in terms of the time
spent working, those people tell me that “He’s worked little” indicates less
time spent working than “He’s worked a little”. Let us suppose for example
that “He’s worked little” means one hour of work: then “He’s worked a little” will mean, say, two hours. So – this is the objection that is made to me
and which I am going to try to answer in a moment – “He’s worked a little”
means more work than “He’s worked little”.
To justify the idea that the quantity designated by “He’s worked a little”
is superior to the quantity designated by “He’s worked little”, someone once
carried out the following experiment, which seems conclusive, but which,
as I will try to show, in fact, is not. The experiment is this. People were asked
to imagine the following situation. Take two children, Peter and John: Peter has worked two hours and John has worked one hour. The people, the
experimental subjects, were asked to describe the two children, one as having worked little, the other as having worked a little: you must say which
has worked a little and which has worked little. The problem having been set
in that way, all those questioned gave the same answer (I presume that answer is also yours, and it would also be mine): if I have to use the expressions
worked a little and worked little to describe the two children, I will say about
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Peter that “he’s worked a little” and about John that “he’s worked little”. The
members of the audience who had raised the objection therefore concluded: “Well you see, there is a quantitative difference between a little and little, a little does designate a greater quantity than little”.
Now, I am going to try to answer those objections, which rely on facts
of that sort. To do so, I shall use my definition of little and of a little. I will
say that to work little is an argument, say, for the insufficiency of the amount
of work and that to work a little is an argument for the opposite conclusion, that is to say, for the idea that the amount of work is sufficient. In a
class-room situation (and that was the situation for the experiment), He has
worked little is an argument for the insufficiency of the amount of work: for
example, for some form of punishment. On the contrary, He has worked a
little is indirectly an argument for some sort of reward. So, quite disregarding any fact or information, and simply from my argumentative description
of little and a little, you can predict that He has worked little can be used
as an argument for punishment and He has worked a little can be used as
an argument for reward. So when the question for the experiment is asked
(here are two children, Peter has worked two hours and John has worked
one hour, about which of the two do you say that he has worked little?), given that to say He has worked little is one reason among others to punish him
and to say He has worked a little is a reason to reward him, it is pretty clear
that the experimental subjects are going to choose worked little for John,
who has worked for an hour, and worked a little for Peter, who has worked
for two hours. It is merely a sense of fairness which makes you attribute the
little, which is a source of punishment, to John and the a little, which is a
source of reward, to Peter. But that stems from cultural considerations related to our notions about justice, and not at all from the meaning of the expressions worked little and worked a little themselves. So, the informational difference which you read into those two expressions are really extremely
indirect differences, which can appear in very particular situations, such as
the one which was imagined here, where someone, the subject of the experiment, had to choose between the two expressions. But that by no means
changes the fact that in the linguistic structure of little and of a little, there
is no informational difference to distinguish them by, no information-related difference: there is only an argumentation-related difference.

***
What am I going to do in the next lectures? Well, today I tried to introduce and justify the general thesis of the theory of argumentation in the
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language-system. In the two remaining lectures, I am going to try to show
you how argumentation can be understood as being within the languagesystem. Today, I have shown you that argumentation had to be understood
as being within the language-system but the thing now is to discover how
this is so. That is the problem which I will try to deal with in the following sessions by bringing in the notion which I am working on the most for
the moment: the notion of topos. To do that, tomorrow, we will be studying
argumentation under its rhetorical aspect, and, after tomorrow, we will be
studying it under its linguistic aspect.

Lecture IV
December 12

Y

esterday, I tried to show that the argumentative function of discourse-segments was written into the language-system, that is to say
that the linguistic structure of the sentences occurring in those discoursesegments directly determined their argumentative functions, and that, irrespective of the information those segments conveyed. What now remains
to be done is to see how that argumentative function is written into the language-system or which semantic elements of a sentence determine the argumentative function of discourse-segments.
To do that, in this and the next lectures, I am going to explain a theory which Jean-Claude Anscombre and I have been developing for a certain
number of years: topoi theory. Our use of the Aristotelian term topos deforms its meaning a little perhaps but I think we are more or less faithful to
the idea Aristotle put behind it. Last time, I told you that this argumentative function of discourse-segments could be discovered chiefly when those
discourse-segments were linked to one another in discourse. For example,
when a string uses a conjunction like so: “The weather’s beautiful, so let’s go
for a walk!” Or else, when there is a but, or an even. That leads me to try to
see what the argumentative function is to be ascribed to, to study argumentative discourse-strings more closely. That is what we are going to be doing
today. In the lecture tomorrow, I shall try to show how the results obtained
up until now by analysing argumentative discourse-elements are as it were
prefigured within the language-system itself. But today we are going to stay
at the discourse level, and especially study argumentative strings of the following type: A, so C (A  C), in which a segment A is given as an argu-
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ment for conclusion C. The first idea that I want to bring out is that when
you have an argumentative string of the type argument  conclusion, there
is always a reference to a third term which is distinct from both the argument and the conclusion, and which allows you to bridge the gap from one
to the other. S.E. Toulmin called that third term, the warrant. When I say
A, so C, I am supposing that there is something, a warrant, which allows
me to bridge the gap from A to B. Let us take an example which I have already used several times again: “It’s warm, let’s go for a walk!” When you
say that, you are supposing that there is a principle which allows you to
bridge the gap between the warmth, stated in A, and the suggestion to go
for a walk, the conclusion reached in C. That principle, which ensures the
validity or the legitimacy of the move from A to C is what, using the Aristotelian term, I will call a topos. Let us go back to our example: “It’s warm,
let’s go for a walk!” When you say that, you are in certain way presupposing
that Warmth makes a walk pleasant. Unless there is this principle, the A 
C string would not achieve its conclusive move.
What are the characteristics of this topos (or warrant) which is to be
found behind argumentative discourse-segments? My claim is that the topos, as encountered in that type of string, has three characteristics: first, it is
general; second, it is represented as a shared belief, that is a belief which a
certain group of people already accept; and third, it is scalar.

***
Firstly, the topos is general. What I mean is that the topos is represented
as being also valid in situations other than the one which the current discourse is about. The topos which allows the move from “It’s warm” to “Let’s
go for a walk” is not the The warmth today will make the walk pleasant today but something far more general: Warmth IN GENERAL makes a walk
pleasant IN GENERAL, a principle which also goes for an infinite number
of situations other than the one which a particular piece of discourse may
be about. I will formulate this general character of the topos in the following
way: I will say that the topos relates two properties: a first property P, connected with the argument, A, and a second property Q, connected with the conclusion, C. In my example, property P is the general property of warmth and
property Q, connected with the conclusion C, could be called pleasantness
of a walk. In saying “It’s warm, let’s go for a walk”, you are supposing that in
general those two properties, warmth and pleasantness of a walk, are connected with one another in a certain way which will be defined more precisely later.
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I would like you to notice that I have characterized the topos as being
general: I have not said that it was universal. That is a crucial point for me.
To say that it is universal would be tantamount to saying that it allows no
exception whatsoever. Now, that is not at all what we are supposing in the
utterance “It’s warm, let’s go for a walk”. When we say that, we do admit
that there might be exceptions but that does not prevent the topos from being valid, which is the point this highly famous formula attributed to Aristotle makes: “exceptions make it possible to uphold the rule in unforeseen
cases”. That is to say, in cases which the rule does not foresee: in such cases, the notion of exception makes it possible to uphold the validity of the
rule nevertheless. Let us suppose that we are having a walk one day and on
that day, it is warm but that the walk is very unpleasant: I can say it is an exception to the rule but that exception does not make the rule void. For Aristotle, the possibility of there being exceptions to general rules is of prime
importance. Besides, it is a point connected with his general principles. I
would like to say a few words about this. You know that, for Aristotle, the
world is divided in two zones: a zone which is above the moon and where
the stars are in motion and another zone which is below the moon, the sublunary world, where we, both you and I, have the ill-fortune of residing.
What is the essential difference between those two worlds? Well, it is that
in the world of stars, there are universal rules, that allow of no exceptions
whatsoever whereas in our world, admittedly, there are rules also but those
rules always have exceptions. In most languages, there is a word to mark
that one is faced with a case which, relatively to the rule, is an exception,
the rule being nevertheless upheld as valid: it is the word yet or nevertheless.
Thus I could say to you: “It was warm, yet it was an unpleasant walk”. In using a yet to join the segments “It was warm” and “It was an unpleasant walk”,
I am upholding that there is a rule, connecting warmth and the pleasantness
of a walk but that, unfortunately, we were faced with an exception to that
rule because of extraordinary factors. So, when I say that the topos is general, I do not at all mean that it is universal; it is essential, on the contrary, for
it to have exceptions.
How is the general character of the topos to be proved? We only need
to consider the refutations of an argument: because often those refutations
take into account the generality of the topos. Let us suppose that I am still
making that suggestion for a walk and still on the grounds of the warmth
argument. You can object: “It was also warm yesterday and yet it was an unpleasant walk”. That is say, you are pointing out that there are exceptions
to the rule which I have used and in saying that, you are suggesting that
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perhaps I have no right to use the rule for the particular case which occasioned my discourse. In pointing out that there are exceptions, you recognize that the rule which I have used is a general rule but at the same time,
you are telling me that I do not have the right to use that rule in my particular situation. You do not deny the generality of the rule at all, you are simply showing that there are exceptions to it and you are suggesting that we
may be in one of those exceptional cases (which are foreseen by the rule itself, since the rule foresees the possibility of exceptions). Or again, I say “Peter is wealthy, he must be happy” on the grounds of a very commonplace topos according to which wealth is a factor of happiness. You will answer “But
I know a certain number of people who are both rich and very unhappy”. In
saying that, you are pointing out that there are exceptions to my rule, you
are insisting upon those exceptions: it is therefore not certain, according to
you, that I have the right to apply it in the particular situation which we are
speaking about.
Concerning that point, it is interesting to note that the purpose of a
great number of proverbs in many of our societies is to point out that there
are exceptions to rules. That does not amount to denying those rules. All
it means is that they must be used with caution, because there are cases in
which they do not apply. That is what a lot of English proverbs do. They
have the same form in general. Here are a few examples. I took the following example of argumentation just now: “Peter is wealthy, he must be happy”. To refute it you can use a proverb, which works as an anti-topos, and it
is this: Money can’t buy happiness. That means that there are exceptions to
the rule according to which when you are rich, you are happy. That does
not prevent your admitting that in wealth, there is an intimation of happiness; but that intimation can sometimes be deceptive. Or again, you have
this proverb which, I think, is just about a universal one, at least in Western society: All that glitters is not gold. That does not mean that everything
that glitters is valueless. It means that the rule we normally use, and which
from a glittering appearance concludes to real quality, has a certain number
of exceptions, and that care must be taken in our use of it. Take yet another
proverb like His bark is worse than his bite. That does not mean that when a
dog barks, you need not worry and can be sure it will not bite you, – which
would be contrary to experience – and proverbs do not run against experience. All that means is that there are exceptions to the rule according to
which a dog that barks is about to bite, so that you need not worry too
much if you do see a dog barking, because the situation is perhaps one in
which the dog barks but does not have the intention of biting.
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That is what I wanted to say concerning the general character of a topos.
It is a connection between two properties, P and Q, related respectively to
argument A and to conclusion C.

***
Second characteristic: the topos is represented as a shared belief, a belief that has been accepted beforehand by a community which at least the
locutor and usually also the allocutor, or addressee, belong to. That is the
property which gives the argument its constraining force. If it is reasonable to move conclusively from the idea of warmth to the idea of a walk,
it is because the move is based on a rule which the locutor has not invented: it is represented as accepted by a certain community. Not perhaps by all
men and women but at least by a small community of reasonable men and
women whom the locutor and, he hopes, also the allocutor belong to. Failing that, the so would be completely impossible. A topos then is presented as
one of a certain community’s shared beliefs.
That explains a certain form of irony, of which, in France, there are
many examples in Voltaire, and which consists in using topoi which obviously no-one accepts. You reason (really, I should not use that word reason, as I have distinguished reasoning and argumentation), you argue on
the grounds of topoi which no-one accepts, or only very few persons do.
If someone says “He’s rich, so he’s unhappy”, he thinks that he is being interesting, amusing, because he has made out a certain topos to be obvious
which on the whole, society, in fact, does not accept. In Voltaire, you could
find sentences like “Mr X’s standard of morality was high: that is why he
harmed all those he knew”. Here, you posit the connection between the fact
of having a high standard of morality and the fact of doing harm as being a
topos; and you cannot do that otherwise than ironically, since you are making out something to be obvious which generally is not considered as such,
and even which is contrary to what is obviously the case (which amounts to
being paradoxical while giving the impression of speaking like everyone).

***
I move on now to the third characteristic, the one which we will have
to speak most about, because it is the most problematical one and, for a linguist, I think, the most important: scalarity. There is not much to object
about the generality and the apparent sharedness of a topos I believe. But
it is about scalarity that everyone makes objections to me and it is on that
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point that I am going to defend myself. When I say that the topos is scalar,
I am saying two things.
First, properties P and Q themselves are scalar. That is to say, that they
are properties which you can have more or less of. In the example I took, it
is quite obviously so. There the topos, which was the basis of the argument,
was the one according to which warmth makes a walk pleasant. Now, obviously, there are different degrees of warmth and there are also degrees of
pleasantness. I will formulate that scalarity of a topos by saying that predicates P and Q, which a topos connects, must be considered as scales. There
are different degrees of intensity in the possession of characteristic P and
in the possession of characteristic Q. That does not at all mean (I would
like to avoid a misunderstanding on this point) that the arguments and the
conclusions are scalar. The properties within the topos are scalar but not the
propositions used in discourse as arguments or conclusions. I take an example. Consider the following argument: “It’s less than ten degrees, take a
coat with you”. Well, there is no doubt that neither A nor C are scalar: it
cannot be more or less ten degrees, and you cannot more or less take a coat.
So, the indications contained in A and in C are not scalar ones. But that
does not prevent the topos, which is the warrant for that string, from being
describable in scalar terms. The topos here is that when it is cold, you must
dress warm: it relates one property P, which is the cold, and another property Q, which is, say, garment warmth. The indications contained in discourse-segments A and C, “It’s less than ten degrees” and “Take a coat with
you” represent degrees within those general properties P and Q. Minus ten
(-10°C) is a degree of cold: there are lesser degrees of cold and greater degrees of cold. A coat is a type of warm garment, and there are still warmer ones (say, the outfits skiers put on) and also less warm ones, for example
a jacket. So, when I am speaking about the scalarity of predicates, I am not
speaking about the scalarity of A and of C but, I stress, I am speaking about
the scalarity of properties P and Q connected to A and C. Such is the first
idea contained in my contention that a topos is scalar: the two propositions
P and Q are scalar.
Now, there is a second idea, an even more difficult one to accept, and
I will certainly have difficulties in getting you to accept it. The idea is that
the relationship which a topos establishes between P and Q is itself scalar.
We have seen that P and Q are scales: a topos indicates (I hope to have arguments to justify this thesis) that there is a scalar relationship between the
degrees of property P and the degrees of property Q. That is to say, that going along the scale of property P in a certain direction also means going
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along the scale of property Q in a certain direction: a move up or down one
scale means a move up or down the other. I go back to my example “It’s less
than ten degrees, take a coat with you!” To say that the topos used here is scalar means that the degree of cold implies a degree in garment warmth. That
can be formulated (a way of doing so which I keep for later but I am anticipating here) by saying: the cold-er it is, the warm-er you must dress.

***
Well then, how is one to go about proving that scalarity? I am going to
give a certain number of examples, the first of which are of a rhetorical order, that is to say concern discourse-strategies and especially refutative discourse-strategies. Then, I will take examples which are more directly linguistic. I will begin with the rhetorical examples.
Let us suppose that I suggest going for a walk, using my sempiternal example: “It’s warm, let’s go for a walk!”
Having no desire to go for a walk with me, you are going to refuse my
suggestion politely. There are many ways for you to do that: you can say that
you are tired, you can say that, as a matter of fact, it is not all that warm.
You can also say (and I find this solution interesting because it makes you
feel the scalarity of a topos): “Tomorrow, it’ll be even warmer, let’s put off
that walk till then” – and the next day, you just forget about it. Let us think
about that type of argument a little. If you find that argument a rather clever one, it is because you have recognized the scalarity of the topos I have used
and you turn it against me. I used a topos according to which the more you
went up along the scale of warmth, the more you went up along the scale of
pleasantness. And what do you do? You turn that scalarity against me, saying that tomorrow there will more warmth and therefore more pleasantness: consequently, putting off that walk is a reasonable thing to do. The argument is a clever one because, so to speak, I am beaten at my own game:
you use a principle against me which I was the first to use in my interest.
What am I going to be able to answer? No doubt many things, but there is
one thing I cannot do, which is to reject your argument as irrelevant, because your argument rests on something upon which mine also does.
Here is another type of counter-argument which brings out the scalarity of a topos: it is what I call exaggeration or, refutation by exaggeration.. I
will stick to the same example and once again look for a way for you to answer my argument. If you use the strategy of refutation by exaggeration,
you can say: “Well, in the Sahara desert, I suppose you’d spend your time
going for a walk, wouldn’t you?” If you can resort to that strategy, it is be-
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cause I have established a scalar relationship between the two properties of
warmth-heat [chaleur] and pleasantness. There again, I am beaten at my
own game: you are saying “So, when the degree of warmth-heat is extreme
(the Sahara desert is considered as one of the hottest places in the world), one
should also have an extreme degree of pleasantness”. As that is obviously false,
my argument comes out looking unreasonable. And if you study real arguments and real controversies, you will often see that type of refutation
being used. I recall an argument which I jotted down at a time when, in
France, the reduction of the school-syllabi was being discussed. A number
of so-called market-orientated teaching specialists contended that children
would learn far better if they were given fewer things to learn. Somewhere,
I had found the following argument put forward by someone who precisely
was against the cut: “For those people, schools will be perfect when nothing at all is taught there any more”. That is a typical use of the exaggeration
strategy. You go right up the scales of a topos till you reach a result which is
generally considered as unacceptable, and thereby you think that you have
successfully refuted your addressee.
You could object that sometimes people base their arguments on principles which are not scalar. Let us suppose, for example, that someone has
been murdered, even here say, at four thirty, and that he has been stabbed to
death (a very important detail for my demonstration). The culprit is being
looked for and the police suspect a certain French linguist who is presently in Ljubljana: that linguist had reasons to resent his victim, who had been
very unpleasant about the theory of argumentation in general and about
scalarity in particular; moreover, the wound could very well have been
made with the dagger which that linguist usually has in his luggage. At that
moment of the inquiry, a new piece of information reaches the police: the
information that at four thirty, the time of the crime, the French linguist
was at his hotel and obviously could not have stabbed someone here. In virtue of the following argument, he is found not guilty: “It cannot be him, as
he was at his hotel at four thirty”. Such an example does seem to show that
the principles which arguments rest upon are not necessarily scalar. In that
case, the argument rests on a principle according to which When a person
is not in a place, he cannot do anything there, and there seems to be nothing
scalar about that principle at all.
Up to me then to show you now that there is something scalar in the argument in question. We are going to stick to the same situation. Well, the
police have just received the information that at four thirty, the linguist was
at his hotel. Then, all of a sudden, some more information reaches them ac-
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cording to which in fact, the linguist was not at his hotel but much further
from the place of the crime, for example that he was visiting a castle situated out of town, in the country. Now, having said “At four thirty, he was at
his hotel”, a policeman may very well say to correct what he has just said:
“In fact, he was even visiting the castle”. I think that the policeman would
really tend to use an even to correct the first piece of information. Now, remember my description of even. I say that even relates two arguments moving towards a common conclusion, the second argument being represented as more forceful than the first. So, “He was at the castle” is a more forceful argument than “He was at the hotel” for the conclusion aimed at (“He’s
not guilty”). Why more forceful? If it is a more forceful argument, it is because the topos which the policeman was using was not When a person is not
in a place, he cannot do anything there but rather The further a person is from
a place, the lesser he can do something there, so that the linguist being in the
castle at the material time, he was even less likely to have committed the
murder than if he had been at the hotel.
A last word about that example. It is an interesting one to distinguish
those two notions which I have already spoken about: the notions of argumentation and reasoning. Indeed, in his reasoning process, the policeman (I have no reason to take him for a fool) was surely using the non-scalar principle When a person is not in a place, he cannot do anything there:
that was how he reasoned in his head. But what I am concerned about is
what the policeman said, not his reasoning process. In so much as the policeman uses an even (“He was at his hotel, and in fact, he was even at the
castle”), what he says implies a scalar vision of the relationship between distance and the possibility of action. I must distinguish on the one hand, reasoning, which is not necessarily scalar, and on the other, argumentation,
relevant to what people say, which, in my view, is always scalar. If one accepts that description of even which I have given, a description according
to which even joins two arguments, the second of which is represented as
more forceful than the first for their common conclusion, then one must
say that, in what he says, I stress, in what he says, the policeman does use a
scalar principle, even if it is not at all the principle which commands his
reasoning. That example is worth noticing only if one clearly distinguishes reasoning, by which from certain facts certain other facts are concluded
(and that is not my business, it is something for logicians to worry about)
and on the other hand, the arguments through which speech conveys them.
My thesis is that argumentation, as formulated in speech, is based on scalar principles. Everything that I have said supposes a clear-cut distinction
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between reasoning and argumentation, and as a linguist, what I am interested in is what goes on in speech, not what goes on in people’s heads, not
reasoning. From the logical point of view, the policeman does not need to
rely on a scalar principle but once he opens his mouth, he injects scalarity
into things, which in themselves have none. Scalarity is a constraint which
speech imposes upon us.
Let me take a last example, which can be classified as a more linguistic one, and which is going to involve the connective even again. You can
very well imagine the following two pieces of discourse: (1) “It’s twelve,
or even thirteen degrees, let’s go for a walk”; (2) “It’s twelve, or even eleven degrees, let’s go for a walk”. We know besides that in our community,
we have two different topoi, which I call T1 and T2: one, T1, according to
which warmth makes a walk pleasant; the other, T2, according to which, it
is cold which makes a walk pleasant. At different times of our lives, we use
now one, now the other. Now, I ask you: which is the topos used in (1) and
which in (2)? I have the impression (I hope you have the same) that in (1),
it is T1, the one which views warmth as a cause of pleasant-ness, and in (2),
it is T2, the one which on the contrary views cold, or simply coolness, as a
cause of pleasant-ness. I therefore hold it as a fact that string (1) uses T1 and
string (2), T2. Now, as a linguist, I have the following question to ask myself: Why do we feel that (1) uses T1 and (2), T2? To answer, the scalarity
of a topos seems very useful to me. Perhaps there are other ways of explaining the fact that I have posited, a fact which seems undeniable to me, but in
any case, that fact can be explained in a satisfactory way if you have recourse
to the scalarity of a topos.
I remind you that according to me two arguments joined by even move
towards a same conclusion and that the second is more forceful than the
first. In string (1), “thirteen degrees” is therefore a more forceful argument
than “twelve degrees” for the common conclusion “Let’s go for a walk”. On
the contrary, in string (2), “twelve degrees” must be weaker than “eleven degrees” for the same conclusion. All that stems from the description of even
which I have put forward. Obviously, if you do not accept that description,
the whole of my demonstration fails. Linguistic demonstrations are always
indirect: a thesis can be demonstrated only through a number of hypotheses which are taken for granted. The hypothesis I ask you to grant me for
the rest of my demonstration is my argumentative description of even, according to which the second segment is a more forceful argument than the
first for the same conclusion. I ask you to grant something else, which I
could try to justify but it would take up too much time. I ask you to grant
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that when even is used for a rectification, that is to say to correct what has
been said previously, the two arguments use the same topos. Not only do we
have two arguments for a same conclusion but, when the locutor uses even
to correct what he has just said (to say “I’ve made a mistake; what is true is
more probably this other thing”), in that case, the two segments joined by
even use the same topos.
As from those two hypotheses, and if you moreover accept the idea that
a topos is scalar, you will understand the facts that I have presented. Let us
begin with utterance (1). If my analysis is correct, the locutor uses a scalar
topos, which relates the degrees of warmth and the degrees of pleasantness.
From that, you understand why that topos must necessarily be topos T1. Given that thirteen is a superior degree of warmth to twelve, a temperature of
thirteen degrees, according to T1, will entail a degree of pleasantness superior to the one produced by a temperature of twelve degrees. So “thirteen
degrees” will be a better argument than “twelve degrees” for the conclusion
“Let’s go for a walk”. I repeat my demonstration. In string (1), “thirteen degrees” must be a more forceful argument for pleasantness than “twelve”, given that it is used through even to correct “twelve”. On which scale is “thirteen” a superior argument to “twelve”? The warmth scale. So, the topos must
be topos T1: Warmth makes a walk pleasant. When you go up the scale of
warmth, you also go up the scale of pleasantness. Let us now take string
(2). There again, there is a link between two scales. The second scale is the
pleasantness scale. What can the first be? Given that there is an even between twelve and eleven, we know that eleven is superior to twelve in that
first scale. So the first scale must be the cold scale, and the topos must be topos T2: Cold makes a walk pleasant. The principle behind my argument is
the following: in each case, the second scale is pleasantness. The problem is
what the first is. In case (1), thirteen is superior to twelve, so the scale must
be the warmth-scale; in the second, eleven is superior to twelve, so it must
be the cold-scale. I think that if you did not accept scalarity, you would not
understand why string (1) alludes to topos T1 and string (2), to topos T2.
That is the argument (the linguistic argument properly speaking) which I
wanted to develop and which brings in the connective even.
That notion of the scalarity of a topos justifies the introduction of a new
idea: the distinction between topos and topical form, a distinction which
is entirely related to the notion of scalarity. Take a topos relating property P and property Q in a scalar way. That topos says that when you move
along scale P in one direction, you also move along scale Q in one direction: for example, when you go up P, you go up Q. But you notice imme-
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diately that saying: The more you go up P, the more you go up Q amounts to
the same thing as saying: The more you go down P, the more you go down Q.
If the more you go up the warmth-scale, the more you go up the pleasantness scale, it must be the case that the more you go down the warmth-scale,
the more you go down the pleasantness scale. So that a same topos, which relates warmth (P) and pleasantness (Q) in a scalar way, can have two forms,
which I symbolise as on the one hand, +P, +Q and on the other, -P, -Q. I
will say that those are the two topical forms, TF’ and TF’’, of the same topos
T. The same relationship between warmth and pleasant-ness can be considered under two forms but it is viewed positively in one case and negatively
in the other. I would like to say that the notion of topical form can explain
a certain number of things.
Here again, I am going to put myself at the rhetorical level, that is to say
the level of discourse, and I am going to try to show that the duality of topical forms for a same topos can explain certain interesting rhetorical phenomena, for example a discourse-strategy which I call refutation of an argument by the refutation of the converse [réciproque] argument. Let me explain what I mean by that immediately. Take an A, therefore C argument: I
call the not-A, therefore not-C, the converse argument of that first argument.
The converse argument of “It’s a beautiful day, the walk will be a nice one”
is the argument “It’s not a nice day, the walk will be an unpleasant one”.
The converse argument of an argument is therefore the argument which
moves from the negation of the argument to the negation of the conclusion. For a logician, those two movements of thought A, therefore C and
not-A, therefore not-C are completely different, and it would be a very serious fallacy (well-nigh a mortal sin for a logician!) to confuse the two. Now,
a fact which I find very interesting is that in speech, it is extremely frequent
to confuse A, therefore C and not-A, therefore not-C. I am going to give an
example of that, even several. When a logician comes across such a phenomenon, he says: “The reason behind those monstrosities is that people
have not studied logic enough, do not think enough, are mentally undisciplined”. In fact, I believe that confusion between an argument and the converse argument has its roots in the conditions of discourse itself, and especially in the existence of two topical forms for a single topos. That is what I
am going to try to show. What does the strategy, which consists in refuting
an argument by refuting the converse argument, consist in? Someone says:
A, therefore C and to refute the argument, you say: Not-A, therefore not-C,
which is the converse of what he has just said. The strategy goes by unnoticed in everyday conversation. I am going to make up an example, perhaps
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not a very convincing one, but which is clear, and then I will take real examples.
Someone says “Peter works, so he’s going to succeed”: A, therefore C.
And as an objection to that argument, he is reminded of the following:
“Many people do not work, and nevertheless succeed”. He is given the example of such and such, who spends his life resting, but who, having stocks
and shares, thrives wonderfully. Let us try to see the underlying mechanism.
What have you shown in saying “Many people do not work and nevertheless succeed”? You have shown that there is no connection between X does
not work and X does not succeed, between not working and not succeeding.
And that fact of having shown the lack of a connection between not working and not succeeding is easily taken as a refutation of your opponent’s argument, which moved from work to success.
Now, I am going to give you examples which I have really observed, and
then I shall try to explain them with my theory. You know that in France
at the moment, there are great debates on the status of immigrant workers.
There are discussions especially about whether they should have the right to
vote, at least in local elections. Those who are in favour of giving immigrant
workers the right to vote often rely on the following argument: “They pay
taxes, so they have a right to vote”. Indeed, immigrant workers do pay taxes
in as much as they get wages, and the argument, which seems a very reasonable one, consists in concluding that they must be allowed to vote. At a certain
time, the supporters of that point of view would stick up posters with an immigrant going to the tax-collector and bringing the money for his taxes: the
tax-collector would take the money with a big smile. In a corner of the poster,
you could see the same immigrant at the poll-station; but there he would be
pushed out in a hostile and indignant way. The contrast, which was supposed
to highlight the absurdity of the situation, was designed to suggest that when
you paid taxes, you had the right to vote. In a debate on the right to vote for
immigrants, which was reported in the papers, someone said the following to
object to the argument: “So, in your mind, those who do not pay taxes should
not vote”. The first argument was: “They pay taxes, so they have the right to
vote”, and the other picks that up and says: “So, in your mind, those who
pay no taxes do not have the right to vote”. The refutation was an extremely
clever one, because in the history of the French democracy, one of the great
dates was 1848 (I think it is 1848) when universal suffrage was introduced,
when the right to vote was granted to all citizens, irrespective of whether or
not they paid taxes, whereas before only those people who paid taxes had the
right to vote. So, the position of the first speaker was made out to seem con-
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trary to the laws of the French democracy, contrary at least to one of the great
acquisitions of the French democracy. Let us try to bring out the mechanism
underlying that debate. The first speaker says: “They pay taxes, so they have
the right to vote” (T, V). Now, in the French democratic tradition, withdrawing the right to vote from people who do not pay taxes is unacceptable. That
explains the idea that to conclude that people have the right to vote from the
fact that they pay taxes is a ridiculous one. The second speaker has taken the
converse argument: he has shown that the converse argument of the first argument is unacceptable, and concludes that the first argument itself is unacceptable. I wonder how one could rebut that second speaker’s statement, at
least in a way which, in the present state of society, would be effective.
Let us now try to explain that way of arguing with the idea of topical
form. Let us suppose that someone argues A  C. If what I have said is true,
the argument relies on a topos, which connects two properties, P and Q; A
is related to P and C, to Q. To argue A  C, he relies on the idea +P, +Q.
So, as A attributes a certain degree in property P to something, you have
to accept C, which attributes a certain degree in property Q to something
else (or the same thing). Now, let us suppose that you put forward the converse argument: non-A, so non-C. On what principle do you rely? You rely
on the converse of the topical form which the first argument relied on. You
rely on something like -P, -Q. So the person who said: “When you pay taxes, you have the right to vote” (A  C) relied on the topical form: The more
you pay taxes, the more you have the right to vote (+P, +Q). His opponent
identifies that argument A  C and the argument non-A  non-C (You
cannot pay your taxes, so you cannot vote), which relies on the topical form
-P, -Q (The less you pay taxes, the less you have the right to vote). What makes
that polemically very useful assimilation linguistically legitimate (I am not
saying logically legitimate, because for a logician, the assimilation is a culpable one) is the fact that +P, +Q and -P, -Q are two forms of the same topos:
the topos relating P and Q in a scalar way. It is the scalarity of a topos which
implies that it must have two forms: The more you go up P, the more you
go up Q; The more you go down P, the more you go down Q. Given that the
arguments A  C and not-A  not-C rely on those two forms, they tend to
be more or less confused: consequently, when you have made out the argument non-A  non-C to seem unacceptable, you give the impression that
you have successfully destroyed the validity of argument A  C.
I will now sum up everything I have said so far. A same topos in so much
as it establishes a scalar relationship between two properties can appear under two forms: the more you go up one, the more you up the other; the more
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you go down one, the more you go down the other. Those two forms cannot be
separated: you cannot refuse the one but accept the other. Now, that duality of topical forms, which stems necessarily from the scalarity of a topos, explains a lot of things I think: it explains a number of linguistic issues, which
we will speak about later, and it also explains certain rhetorical phenomena, such as the one I have just analysed.

***
Now, with the help of topoi theory which I have introduced, I would
like to answer a question which Žagar asked me. Žagar said to me: “when
you speak about polyphony, you always take examples in which there are
only two enunciators. I would very much like to find examples in which
there are several enunciators”. So, I am going to try to give you one. I will
perhaps not have time to justify my analysis completely but at least I will
give you the result I have reached.
Let us suppose you have to describe a string made up with but, for example the string (you must be getting to know it by now): “It’s warm, but I’m
tired”, a string used to answer, and reject, a suggestion for a walk. Someone
has suggested going for a walk, because the weather was warm and you answer: “It’s warm, true, but I’m tired”. For me, there are at least four enunciators in that string (there would certainly be even more, if the two segments
were more complex, for the segments are rather simple ones). Two enunciators are related to the first segment and two other ones, to the second segment: E1 and E2, are related to “It’s warm”; E3 and E4, to “I’m tired”. E1 describes the weather: he describes it by saying “It’s warm”. But “It’s warm” is
represented as an argument in favour of a walk. So, when he says “It’s warm”,
he is alluding to a particular type of warmth, that type of warmth which favours walks. So, I will say that, about the situation you and he are speaking,
that is about the weather, E1 calls up a topical form like The warmer it is, the
more pleasant whatever is. According to him, that situation justifies the use
of the topical form The warmer it is, the more pleasant whatever is about that
situation. Then, another enunciator, E2, comes in, who from E1’s point of
view concludes to the walk. After having characterized the weather as having that type of warmth it takes to make a walk pleasant, there is the conclusion that a walk would be a good idea to take advantage of the weather. E3, on the contrary, whose voice can be heard in the segment “I’m tired”
uses a topical form like The less one’s physical state is good (being tired is not
a very good physical state), the less going for a walk is pleasant. So, in giving
“I’m tired” as an argument for not going for a walk, the physical state is be-
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ing represented as a property making a walk unpleasant. Finally, there is an
E4 enunciator who concludes from E3’s point of view to no walk. E4 is to
be identified (at least, if the utterance is not an ironical one) with the locutor himself, which explains why the utterance, taken as a whole, serves as a
refusal to go for a walk. In saying “It’s warm, but I’m tired”, you put forward
four enunciators: the first characterizes the weather as making a walk pleasant (E1); the second (E2) concludes for a walk; then, the physical state of
the locutor is characterized as making the walk unpleasant, following the
topical form The less the physical state is good, the less going for a walk is pleasant (E3); and lastly, E4 (identifiable with the locutor) moves on to conclude to no walk.
Why have I distinguished those four enunciators? those four points of
view? I think I can justify this distinction in the following way. The locutor who says “It’s warm but I’m tired” completely agrees that it is warm, and
even that it is warm in a way that makes a walk pleasant: that is what I mean
in saying that the locutor accepts E1’s point of view. What he does not accept is E2’s point of view: he refuses the conclusion that he should go for a
walk. To do so, he imposes E3’s point of view, and he also imposes E4’s conclusion. Thus, what justifies distinguishing E1 and E2 is that the locutor
does not have the same attitude towards the two: in one case, he agrees; in
the other, he disagrees. To see the difference between E1 and E2, you have
to accept (this is my main thesis) the idea that there is a difference between
summoning a certain topical form (which is what E1 does) and using that
topical form to draw the corresponding conclusion, say “So, we must go for
a walk”. The locutor recognises that the weather is favourable to going for a
walk but he absolutely refuses to draw the conclusion. So much for the distinction between E1 and E2.
Now that I have distinguished summoning a topos and using that topos for a particular conclusion, I must also distinguish E3 and E4, who also
stand for the summoning of a topos and the using of a topos. Having distinguished E1 and E2 (and according to me you cannot but do so), you
must distinguish E3 and E4 merely for the sake of coherence. Moreover,
but there is no time to go into this, it so happens that in certain situations,
the locutor can have different attitudes regarding the two points of view
(he can simply accept E3 but identify himself with E4).
With that example, I hope to have shown that there are other cases of
polyphony than the negative utterances which I spoke of two lectures ago:
there are much more complicated ones. I hope that I have succeeded in also
suggesting that there is a relationship between the theory of polyphony and
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topoi theory. Without explaining the point, I told you that the enunciators
are argumentative entities and that their points of view are argumentatively
oriented. My analysis of but is an example. E1’s point of view consists simply in summoning a topos under a certain form about a given situation, and
similarly, E3’s point of view. As for E2 and E4, they draw the conclusions,
and it so happens that their conclusions disagree. That is what I wanted to
say. I am afraid I have been rather too long but next time, to allow for a discussion, I will try to stop before the time of doom.



Lecture V
December 13

L

et me start by reminding you where we have got to so far in this series of lectures. For two lectures, I have been trying to introduce the
theory of argumentation in the language-system. That theory must enable
the points of view of the different enunciators in discourse to be characterized as argumentative and not as informative, truth-conditional or logical. In my account of the theory of argumentation in the language-system,
I started justifying the general thesis according to which the argumentative function of utterances was largely determined by their linguistic structure, that is to say by the sentences those utterances are occurrences of. The
problem which remains to be solved is how that linguistic structure can determine the argumentative function of utterances. I tried to show that it
determined it, but how does it do so? Last time, to resolve that problem,
I studied argumentative strings, and especially relatively simple strings of
the A, therefore C (A  C) type: an argument, therefore a conclusion. I
contended the following: behind those strings, there is a third term, a warrant, which authorizes the move from A to C. I call that third term a topos. I tried to characterize topoi by saying (1) that they were represented as
the shared beliefs of a certain community, (2) that they were general, that
is to say, that they indicated a link between two general properties, P and
Q, connected with respectively A (argument) and C (conclusion). Finally,
I tried to show (3) that those topoi were scalar. What I meant by that was
on the one hand, that properties P and Q were scalar properties and on the
other, that the relationship between them was a scalar one too. That internal scalarity of a topos enables one to say that a topos which posits the presence of P as being favorable for the presence of Q can be represented under
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two topical forms, which I call converse. One of those topical forms says,
that when you go up or down in P, you also go up or down in Q. So, my topos T, relating P and Q, has two topical forms, TF’ and TF’’: TF’ = +P, +Q;
TF’’= -P, -Q. That was where we had got to in the last lecture. Now what
there is left for me to show is how those topoi, which command argumentative strings, are written into the language-system itself. The argumentative
strings themselves belong to speech, or discourse: they are relationships between two discourse-segments, one of which is represented as justifying the
other. To show that those topoi are written into the language-system, I am
going to study a certain number of examples. To begin with, I am going to
study words which belong to the lexicon, to the vocabulary, and then I shall
study words which belong more to grammar.

***
Let us consider the following four adjectives: courageous, timorous, prudent, rash. We all feel that those four adjectives belong to a single category,
and that they describe the same kind of conduct, but viewed in thoroughly
different ways. In the four cases, the question is a man’s possible attitudes to
danger (I shall indeed be taking the word courageous only in the sense of active
physical courage, the kind of courage consisting in confronting danger; I shall
not be speaking about courage in the moral sense, the courage there is in upholding a paradoxical idea, nor of passive physical courage, the courage there
is in not screaming when a dentist pulls a tooth out). Many people who have
thought about language have noticed that there was something those four adjectives had in common. Those who work within Greimas’ semiotic perspective say that those four adjectives are the four angles of a square – the Greimas
square being a sort of adaptation of Aristotle’s logical square. I am not going
to go into a criticism of those conceptions: I prefer to give you my own way of
describing those four adjectives straightaway.
I am going to accept the idea that, in the language-system itself, we have
two topoi, T1 and T2, which I shall call contrary [contraires]. I am not saying converse, because I used the word converse to characterize the two topical forms of one and the same topos. So, we have two topoi, which are contrary to one another: topos T1 ascribes value to the fact of confronting danger, to the fact of taking risks, which I express by saying that it relates the
notion of risk and the notion of goodness; topos T2, on the contrary, relates
the notion of risk and the notion of evil; in one case, the fact of taking risks
is viewed as something good, in the other, as something evil. Each one of
us, I think, is aware of those topoi: at times, depending on our discursive in-
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tentions, we represent a risk as worth taking and we have consideration for
the person who takes it and at others, on the contrary, in our discourse, we
represent the fact of taking risks as a bad thing. If one accepts the existence
of those two different topoi, one can already see how those four adjectives
might be classified: two of them implement topos T1 and the other two, topos T2. Which? I hope that you have the same feeling as I do about this.
Courageous implements topos T1: when one says that someone is courageous, one is praising him, and one is praising him, because he dares to take
risks, or has dared to do so sometimes in his life; what you have in the adjective courageous is a positive valorization of risk-taking. In the case of the
adjective timorous, I would say that the topos used is still topos T1, the topos which values risk-taking positively. When I say that someone is timorous, I am blaming him. I am blaming him, because he does not dare take a
risk, or has not dared to: which, according to me, implies that risk-taking is
good, at least in certain circumstances. Courageous and timorous are therefore based on the same topos T1, but courageous is used to praise those who
dare take risks and timorous is used to criticize those who do not manage
to do so.
Let us now take the two remaining adjectives: prudent and rash. As you
expect, I am going to say that they both implement the same topos, this time
topos T2, a topos which depreciates risk-taking. When I say that someone is
prudent, except if I do so ironically, I ascribe a certain quality to that person, and I praise him because he can keep away from risks: in that way, I
consider risk-taking as an evil. So, here we have topos T2. In the case of rash,
the topos used is the same again. But this time, when I describe someone as
being rash, I am criticizing him, I am blaming him for taking risks in an unacceptable and unjustified way. So, I am blaming him for not implementing
topos T2, just as I am congratulating the prudent person for implementing
that topos. But, in either case, I am referring to topos T2.
Now, after that first classification of the four adjectives, I must distinguish courageous and timorous on the one hand and prudent and rash on the
other. I have two groups but I must make subdivisions within each of those
two groups. To obtain those subgroups, I am going to bring in the topical
forms. Each topos can, as we have seen, be implemented as two converse
topical forms.
Let us write those topical forms down: as far as topos T1 is concerned,
I have two topical forms: TF1’ and TF1’’; and similarly, as far as T2 is concerned, we have TF2’ and TF2’’. What are those topical forms? TF1’ will be
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something like “The more one takes risks (+R), the worthier one is (+V)”.
Topical form TF1’’ will be the converse of the first topical form, that is “The
less one takes risks (-R), the less one is doing what one should (-V)”. Having
distinguished those two forms under which topos T1, which values risk,
can appear, I can, or at least hope I can, distinguish courageous and timorous, which both refer to that topos. I will say that courageous implements
topical form TF1’ “The more one takes risks, the worthier one is”: in saying
that someone “is courageous”, I am stressing both the magnitude of the risks
he is taking and the worthiness he thereby evinces. As for timorous, the effect is exactly the opposite: what we have is topical form TF1’’. When I say
that someone is timorous, I am applying topos T1 under the form “The less
one takes risks, the less worthy one is”, which accounts for the unfavourable
conclusion about the person, who has been categorized in that way.
The same thing can be done with the two adjectives involving topos T2,
which depreciate risk-taking: TF2’ (“The greater the risk, the greater the
evil”) and on the other hand, TF2’’ (“The lesser the risk, the lesser the evil”).
(It goes without saying that those representations of the topical forms are
short-hand schemata.) According to me, the two adjectives prudent and
rash implement the two topical forms TF2’ and on the other hand, TF2’’.
The prudent person is the one who does not take risks and whom one congratulates on that count. So, in saying that someone is prudent, one is implementing topical form TF2’ about him. And similarly, as far as rash is concerned, it is still the same topos but this time under topical form TF2’’: “The
more one takes risks, the more one is being evil”. When I say that someone
is rash, I am saying that he takes risks in an unjustified way, which directs
my discourse toward conclusions which are negative, unfavourable for the
person I am speaking about.
The form of analysis which I have suggested for courageous, timorous,
prudent and rash can be applied to many other groups of adjectives. You
can if you like amuse yourselves inventing or, to keep up the “scientific” style
of saying things, establishing groups of four adjectives which could be described in that way with two contrary topoi and two converse topical forms
for each of those topoi. I will simply point out another one, leaving you the
task of dealing with it in detail yourselves, if you are interested. Within the
group generous, avaricious, thrifty, spendthrift, the same relationships are to
be found as those which I have indicated for the courageous-timorous-prudent-rash group. Finding other analogous groups of words is easy.
Now, I would like to compare the solution I have proposed for the description of those adjectives with an apparently far simpler and more rea-
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sonable solution which is often given but which, for my part, I find unsatisfactory, and I will say why. One could think of describing those adjectives using the notion of connotation, a notion which is often used in contemporary linguistics. For my part, I do not use the notions of denotation
and connotation: they do not come into my theoretical framework at all.
When one uses those notions, one defines denotation as the representation of a fact (denotation is therefore factual in nature) and connotation
as the representation of a psychological attitude regarding that fact. So, the
denotational aspect of an utterance or of a word is the objective information it provides about reality and its connotational aspect is the information it gives on the speaker. To apply those notions to the description of adjectives I have studied is tempting. Let us see, for example, how one could
describe the difference between prudent and timorous. One would say that
prudent and timorous are adjectives that have the same denotation, that is
to say designate the same facts, but which have different connotations. So,
to describe “Peter is prudent”, one would say that there is a denoted component, that I symbolise as “a” and which one could paraphrase as “Peter
avoids risks” – that would be what the word denotes; and then a connoted component, that I label “b” which one could paraphrase as “I approve”
– and implicitly – “Peter’s avoiding risks”. So, on the one hand, the locutor
describes what is in effect the case – “Peter avoids risks” – and on the other, he indicates his attitude towards what is denoted. The denoted component would be exactly the same for “Peter is timorous”: it would still be “Peter avoids risks”. The two words would differ only through their connoted
component, that is “b”. For “Peter is timorous”, the connoted component
would be something like “I disapprove of Peter avoiding risks”. The same
thing could be done for courageous and rash.
I shall say why such a solution is contrary to the very spirit of the theory which I have been introducing for now four lectures and then, why it
seems to me that the solution does not really pull through. First, why do I
not like that solution? I think you can guess why. Scientifically, it may not
be very relevant to say what my likes and dislikes are but, even so, I would
like to show you the reactions that I can have towards that theory, given all
that I have said up to now. That theory which opposes denotation and connotation is based it seems to me on a decision which governs a whole part
of Western philosophy and linguistics, at least since the seventeenth century: the decision to oppose the objective and the subjective. Of course, denotation is on the side of the objective and connotation, on the side of the
subjective. You remember that the opposition of the objective and the sub-
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jective, of which denotation and connotation are a particular case, is the
opposition I spoke about in the first lecture between what the grammar of
Port-Royal called the dictum and the modus or again, the opposition between what speech-act theorists call on the one hand, the propositional content and on the other, the illocutionary force. In the three cases, the basis is
ultimately the same concepts but used in a different way. Now, precisely, I
am trying not to use that facile opposition between the objective and the
subjective. I try not to use it because I do not really know what the objective is – personally, I have never come across the objective in my life, whatever efforts I may have made to do so. So, for me, that opposition, which is
apparently a very clear one, because we are accustomed to it, is in fact a very
confused one. What I am attempting to do, as I have been explaining from
the beginning of this series of lectures is (how shall I say?) to amalgamate
the objective and the subjective. The notion of argumentation which I am
developing here mixes what could be called the objective and the subjective
components of meaning together. You remember that I blamed speech-act
philosophy, or the grammar of Port-Royal, with maintaining a separate slot
for a sort of objective, factual, truth-functional capture of reality: the dictum or propositional content. So now, I cannot use the denotation-connotation opposition, which, ultimately, is of the same type. That is why I feel a
certain repugnancy (the word may be a little too strong, but never mind)
from those notions.
Now, I must also show (this is the “serious” part of my criticism) that
in the analysis of the adjectives I am interested in, that distinction between
denotation and connotation produces relatively unsatisfactory results. The
theory I am discussing at the moment posits that there is a common component, “a”, in prudent and timorous, which is the denoted component “Peter avoids taking risks”: from the denotational point of view, the same thing
is alleged to be said in either case. But, does that idea correspond to the
meaning we give to the words prudent and timorous? I think not. When I
say that someone is prudent, what are the risks which, according to me, he
avoids taking, and justifiably does? The risks he avoids taking are unreasonable risks, bad risks. The prudent person avoids taking risks which should
not be taken, and I cannot possibly approve his taking such risks. When on
the contrary, I say that someone is timorous, I am of course saying that he
avoids taking risks. But which risks? The risks which he avoids and which I
blame him for avoiding are reasonable risks, or merely apparent ones. The
timorous person keeps away from risks which in fact, he should take whereas the prudent person keeps away from risks which are unreasonable, which
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are unjustified. There is therefore abuse it seems to me in maintaining a
common denoted component for prudent and timorous, because the risks
in question are not at all the same in the two cases.
One could say that in another way by saying that the connoted component comes out on to the denoted component and transforms it: from the
fact that I approve Peter’s avoiding risks, those risks become unreasonable;
from the fact that I disapprove, they become reasonable risks. Now you understand that reasonable and unreasonable are not denotational notions. An
advocate of the theory I am criticizing could not say to me: “Well, I am going to improve my theory to answer your objection, and I will say that when
one uses the word prudent, the denotation is ‘He avoids unreasonable risks’
and when one uses the word timorous, the denotation is ‘He avoids taking
reasonable risks’”. An advocate of the connotation-denotation theory cannot give me that answer, because reasonableness and unreasonableness have
nothing to do with denotation: for a risk to be reasonable or unreasonable
is not a fact (nor is it a fact for the risk to be real or apparent).
To try to give you a real example of that distinction between reasonable risk and unreasonable risk, and so between prudence and timorousness, here is a factual experience. Personally, when I drive my car, rightly
or wrongly, I have the impression of being prudent, that is to say of avoiding risks which seem to me unreasonable. Now, when my children judge
the way I drive, they think I am timorous: that is to say, that I avoid taking even reasonable risks, or only apparent ones. Probably, if I were to judge
myself as I was thirty years ago, I would find myself not prudent but timorous. That goes to show that there is nothing objective in that distinction between prudent and timorous, because the notion of risk present in
those two notions is completely subjective. That was what I wanted to say
on the group of four adjectives and, generally, on the use of topoi and topical forms to describe lexical words.

***
Now, I am going to take an example from a completely different area:
grammar. My first example will be the word almost. And there again, I am
going to try and show that to describe that word, which is a constituent of
sentences from the language-system, it can be very interesting to bring in argumentative notions. We are going to study structures of the almost X type,
in which X is a numerical or more generally quantitative expression. For example, “It’s almost eight o’clock”, “it’s going to last almost ten minutes”, “It
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costs almost a thousand francs”, and so on. As I said, I am restricting my
study to almost modifying expressions of a quantitative type.
First, what is the usual description (that is to say, as you have guessed,
the one which I am then going to reject)? The usual description consists in
saying that almost X indicates a quantity inferior to the quantity indicated
by X: almost X is a little less than X. The description seems altogether reasonable, at first. If you ask what the price of a book is and I answer “It costs
almost a hundred francs”, you immediately draw the conclusion that it must
cost ninety or ninety-five francs. If you ask me what time it is and I say “It’s
almost six o’clock”, you draw the conclusion that it must be slightly before
six o’clock, for example five to six. Or again, if you ask how long my lecture
is going to last, my answer “It’s going to last almost another ten minutes”
suggests that it is going to last seven or eight minutes. So, to describe almost
X as meaning a quantity a little inferior to X does seem reasonable. In doing
that, one thinks one has characterized almost in a purely factual, truth-functional way, without bringing in any argumentative notions.
Unfortunately, things, I fear, are far less simple than that: I have noticed
quite a large number of examples in which almost X indicates a quantity
which is superior to X; in which almost X means (if one can use the word
mean to say that) more than X. I am going to give a few examples, and then
I shall try to deal with them using the notion of topos. At a time when the
dollar was going down enormously in France, I remember reading in the papers: “The dollar is almost down to five francs” (there was an economic crisis in the U.S.A. at the time, and the dollar was going down every day). In
that context, “The dollar is almost at five francs” meant that it was worth a
few centimes more than five francs: so, it meant “more than five francs”. I
take another example. I have an appointment with a friend at 8 o’clock. My
friend arrives at ten past eight, and I start getting angry with him, because
I consider he is making me lose my time. He can very well answer: “Ah,
don’t start getting angry with me. After all, it’s almost eight!”, and his “it’s
almost eight” in that case is ten past eight, that is to say a little bit more than
eight. Last example, an example I have experienced recently. Imagine a car,
in which there are three persons. At the front, there is Mr X, the driver and,
next to him, Mrs X. Behind them, there is a passenger. The passenger, it so
happens, is me. Mr X and Mrs X were taking that passenger to a performance of a play, which the three persons all wanted to see. Negligently, Mr X
had forgotten to take some petrol and also to map out the route. Whence
this reproach from Mrs X to her husband: “We’re going to be late because
of you”. Thereupon Mr X answers: “Not at all, we’ll be there on time. The
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theatre is almost five minutes away from here”. Upon my questioning him
on his “almost five”, he confirmed having meant “between five and ten”...
Before the pause, I was questioning the usual description of almost according to which almost X is less than X and to do so, I gave you a certain number of examples in which almost X meant on the contrary “more
than X”. With facts of that kind, the linguist is faced with an alternative. A
first solution consists in saying that there are two words behind almost, one
meaning “less than” and the other, “more than”. So, one could claim that
there was a phenomenon of ambiguity here, or, in a more moderate version of that solution, of polysemy resulting from a double usage of a same
word. One could also say, second solution, that the word almost, properly
speaking, means neither “less than” nor “more than” but something more
general, that is “about”: saying “almost eight o’clock” would amount to saying “about eight o’clock”. That solution is a possible one but I think it is not
really an accurate one, because we feel a marked difference between saying “I’ll be there at almost eight o’clock” and “I’ll be there at about eight
o’clock”. The use of “almost” implies a certain intention which is foreign
to “about”. Besides, if one is to interpret almost in a given context, one always knows if it is to be understood as “more” or “less”, which is not the
case for “about”. Now, I am going to try to introduce an argumentative solution which gives almost a single description, and which nevertheless avoids
confusing almost with about. I will posit that to understand almost X, one
must know the argumentative orientation of the segment in which almost
X is to be found: that is, one must know the conclusion (let us call it “R”)
for which “almost X” is said, and if one does not know conclusion “R” for
which one says “almost X”, then one cannot understand “almost X”. More
precisely, I will posit the following rule: “almost X” is oriented towards the
same conclusion as “X” but is argumentatively less forceful than “X”: it
moves less forcefully towards that conclusion than “X” does. What there is
left for me to do now is to show that the description I have just given allows
one to predict in which cases “almost X” means “less than X” and in which
cases, “more than X”.
Let us suppose that I say “It’s almost eight o’clock” with the argumentative intention of getting you to notice that it is late (strictly speaking, I
should not say “argumentative intention”, since I am not concerned with
the locutor’s intentions: I should simply say “orienting what I say towards
a conclusion like ‘It’s late’”). In that case, we shall say that a topos or one of
its topical forms like “The more time goes by, the more one is late” is being implemented. For example, the point is to blame you for arriving late:
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what I say, “It’s almost eight”, is based on this remark which stems from
common sense that “The more time goes by, the more one is late”. Following the rule which I have given for almost, “eight o’clock” must therefore be
a more forceful argument than “almost eight o’clock” for the conclusion
“One’s late”; and if “eight o’clock” must be a more forceful argument than
“It’s almost eight” in favour of the conclusion “One’s late”, which is reached
through the topical form “The more time goes by, the more one is late”, then
“almost eight” inevitably means something like “ten to eight”, that is to say
is a less forceful argument than “eight o’clock” for the conclusion “One’s
late”. So, with a conclusion like “One’s late”, with a topical form like “The
more time passes, the more one is late”, “almost eight” must indicate a moment of time inferior to eight o’clock, for example “ten to eight”.
Let us suppose now that “almost eight” is directed towards the opposite conclusion, that is to say is directed towards the conclusion “We’re not
late”. It is the case in the example of my appointment with my friend: my
friend says “It’s almost eight” to have me notice that after all, we are not late,
and so that I should not be blaming him. In that case again, according to
my rule, “almost eight o’clock” must be a less forceful argument than “eight
o’clock” for the conclusion “One’s not late”. In that argument, the topical
form is however the converse of the one used in the first example: the topical form is “The less time has gone by, the less one is late”. It can be represented as a mapping of the degrees of one scale into those of another: the
first scale represents the decreasing quantities of time that has gone by; the
second, the different degrees to which lateness can be increasingly denied.
That is what the following table is meant to show:
decreasing quantities
increasingly forceful
of time gone by
denials of lateness
It’s five to
It’s eight
It’s ten past
It’s a quarter past

being early
being on time
being not all that late1
being not very late

(N.B. What that table shows is not of course the topical form used as
considered under its general form, because as such it does not mention the
particular hour in the argument scale, that is, the left-hand scale. Here we
have the topical form as applied in the particular situation which is being
1
Translator’s note. Neither little nor a little can be used here: the first, for grammatical reasons;
the second, for semantic ones (“I’m a little late” does not belong to the scale of denials but of
avowals of lateness).
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envisaged, where the quantities of time are indicated by moments of time.
The only thing that matters for my argument is that, in the scale, earlier moments, like five to eight, should be above the later moments, like a quarter
past eight, because they imply a lesser quantity of time gone by.)
All I have to do now is to apply the general rule which I have suggested for almost to that topical form, and one immediately foresees the temporal value of “almost eight o’clock” in the example I am analysing. Being argumentatively less forceful than “eight o’clock”, and seeing the topical form
used, that expression must indicate a quantity of time gone by situated below the quantity indicated by “eight” in the argument scale (i.e. a superior quantity of time gone by, since the left-hand scale goes from the greater
to the lesser). That quantity which “almost eight” indicates is therefore the
quantity implied by a moment after eight o’clock, which could be five past
eight, ten past eight, or half past eight, depending on the conception the
locutor has of precision. But, in any case, given the argumentative orientation envisaged and the topical form which that orientation imposes, it must
be a moment of time “superior” to eight o’clock, justifying one’s saying “It’s
more than eight o’clock”.
To conclude, an argumentative description, it seems to me, enables one
to understand the opposite effects which almost X can have: sometimes, it is
“more than X”, sometimes “less than X”. It is the argumentative orientation
of what one says which determines whether “almost X” is “more than X” or
“less than X”. The only unchanging thing is that “almost X” is a less forceful
argument than “X”. But to be a less forceful argument than “X”, “almost X”
indicates a quantity now superior, now inferior to “X”.
From the theoretical point of view, that explanation seems to have two
advantages. First advantage: it is better than the description saying that “almost X” is “about X”. It is better because the description with the notion
“about” does not account for the relationship between the argumentative
orientation and the moment of time designated by X. “About X” designates
a moment of time close to X, and that, whatever the argumentative intentions may be (again, I should not be saying “intentions” but “orientation”).
Now, it is remarkable that “almost eight”, in a given case, should never indicate the global environment of “X” but, in some very precise cases, a superior quantity and in other, also very precise, cases, an inferior quantity. That
is the reason why the argumentative description I have suggested seems to
me to account for more facts that the one identifying “almost X” and “near
to X” or “about X”. I will put the same point in a different way. When I say
“It’s around eight o’clock”, the only way for you to know if it is more than
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eight o’clock or less than eight is to look at a watch or to reason as from objective signs (for example, you have not heard eight o’clock strike yet). But
when I say that it is “almost eight o’clock”, you always know whether it is
more or less than eight, or rather you know if you know the argumentative
orientation of what I am saying, that is to say if you know that the conclusion is based on lateness or earliness. That is the kind of fact, the kind of
data which an argumentative description of almost can account for. I would
even say that only an argumentative description can account for such a fact,
fabricated as it is with the concept of argumentative orientation.
A second advantage of my description of almost, and a far more general one. You remember that in the description of meaning, my purpose was
to do away with the informational component. Having said that, there is no
doubt that the informational component does obtain. When I use an utterance, I am giving you a certain amount of information in a certain way. If I
say “It’s eight o’clock”, I am giving quite a precise piece of information, and
if I say “It’s almost eight o’clock”, the piece of information I am giving you
is undoubtedly vaguer but is still a piece of information. So, the informational component unquestionably does have a certain reality, which I cannot deny. What I have just done, in the analysis I have suggested for almost,
amounts to deriving the informational value from the argumentative value.
From the point of general linguistics, that is something which seems important to me. At least in the particular case of almost, one can derive the informational value from the argumentative value: that is to say, from the fact
that the utterance is directed towards lateness or towards earliness. Examples of that kind mitigate the paradoxical or even scandalous quality which
my desire to constitute non-descriptive semantics may have. What I would
like to succeed in showing is that in a certain way, information can derive
from argumentation. For almost, I really think I have achieved that result.
There are many cases for which I have not managed to do so but it is in that
direction that I am working.
You may remember that in a preceding lecture, without over-insisting on that point, I already showed you a case in which information was
derived from argumentation. I had to admit that “Peter has worked little” usually indicated a quantity of work inferior to the quantity indicated when saying, in the same situation, “Peter has worked a little”. “Peter
has worked little” suggests, for example, that he has worked for one hour
whereas in the same situation, “Peter has worked a little” suggests that Peter
has worked for two hours. So, in a certain number of cases, the use of those
expressions, a little and little, can convey relatively precise information. You
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remember the experiment carried out by a psychologist which showed that,
under certain circumstances, when there were two quantities to assess using little and a little, it was always the weaker quantity which summoned little and the greater, a little; but given the discourse-situation, I had deduced
or derived that informational difference between little and a little from an
argumentative difference which to me seemed deeper, deeper in this sense
that argumentation seemed to explain information in a certain number of
cases whereas information never seems to explain argumentation. I am not
claiming that the results which I have reached are final nor especially that
they are general enough but as from little and a little, I did want to show
the direction I am working in. The point is to introduce argumentation in
linguistic meaning, and from it, to derive the informational components
that one observes in the meaning of utterances produced in particular discourse-situations.

***
I take another example, the last example of this series of lectures: the example of negation. I would like to show how I bring in topoi and topical forms
within the description of negation. First, I remind you of what I said when I
introduced negation from a polyphonic point of view. Take the utterance “Peter hasn’t worked”. I told you that the utterance represented two enunciators,
E1 and E2: E1 is a point of view from which Peter has worked and on the other hand, E2 disagrees with E1. That description that I gave was a provisional
one which I hope I will be able to improve upon through the theory of argumentation. You can see why I am not completely satisfied with it. The thing
is that at least apparently, it maintains an informational point of view at the
level of enunciator E1: E1 gives the information that “Peter has worked”, and
then E2 disagrees with that. So, in that polyphonic description of negation,
as I have explained it, I have maintained an informational component within
the linguistic description of negation. Well, I think I can now get rid of that
informational component, at least in a certain number of cases.
I must make a remark before going on. For what reason, in that example, do I want to avoid bringing in a propositional content (in Searle’s sense)
or a piece of information like “Peter has worked”? The reason is that the expression “Peter has worked”, properly speaking, does not convey information.
What is one saying when one says that “He has worked”? One does not really
know. Many people, granted, think when I stride back and forth in my office
muttering linguistic examples that I am not working; and they may be perfectly right to think so. Many of my friends in Paris think that, here in Ljublja-
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na, I am not working: “You’re not going to get us to believe that you’re going
to Ljubljana to work. Lecturing isn’t work. Those who work are here in Paris.” One could spend hours discussing what work means: there is no clear notion of work.
According to me, the definition of the word work must bring in topical forms. Two topical forms at least constitute the meaning of this word.
Work, firstly, is activity represented as tiring: work is tiring. That is what I
express under the following topical form: “more work, more tiredness”. To
show that someone has not worked, it is indeed usual to show that he is not
tired. If someone is in top form, he will have great difficulty in proving that
he has been working. (When I go back to Paris, if I want to prove that I have
been working in Ljubljana, I will have to look as if I have not been resting too
much.) The word work contains another idea: “Work produces results”. Work
is an activity which changes something in the world. If I have been content
with swaying my body from side to side, even if that has made me very tired,
you will not agree that I have been working. Incidentally, that is, I think, one
of the reasons why in the Catholic world, up until the twentieth century, so
called ‘intellectual’ work was allowed on Sundays whereas manual work was
not: I remember that when my parents, walking in the country on Sundays,
saw farmers ploughing the fields, they had the impression that those farmers
were infringing upon a religious rule; but they would never have reproached
me for doing my homework on a Sunday, and reading, thinking or perhaps
even writing was a perfectly accepted thing to be doing on Sundays. Why? It
is, I think, because intellectual work was not considered as productive but as
being a mere contemplation of truth. He who devotes himself to intellectual work contents himself with bringing reality into his mind: he brings about
no change in the world. It is also one of the reasons why priests were allowed
to carry out intellectual work whereas they were absolutely forbidden manual
work. A Catholic priest could be a researcher, because scientific research had
nothing to do with a modification of the world: it merely consisted in admiring the world, and, as such, was not really work. In the notion of work, I will
therefore bring in not only the topical form “more work, more tiredness” but
also “more work, more production”. (There are also other topical forms, and I
do not claim the description to be complete.)
Let us go back to negation. In the description of E1’s point of view, I am
now going to be able to replace the informational indication that “Peter has
worked” with an indication of an argumentative type. I shall say that, concerning Peter’s activity, E1 summons one of the topical forms associated with
the word work: for instance, but not necessarily, “more work, more tiredness”
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or again “more work, more production”. I shall say that E1’s point of view consists in characterizing Peter’s activity as a tiring or a productive one. In that
way, the informational component vanishes from E1’s positive point of view.
Now, I shall also be able to describe E2’s point of view, which conflicts
with E1’s, in a more precise way. I had simply said that E2 disagreed with E1.
What does “E2 disagrees with E1” mean? I can answer, I hope, using my theory of topical forms. I would say that, for the same question as E1, E2 summons
a certain topical form: the converse topical form of the same topos. In my
example, discussing Peter’s activity, E2 summons the following topical form:
“less work, less tiredness”. More generally, I will say that semantically, a negative utterance must be understood as representing [here as previously, the
word must be taken in the theatrical sense of the word] two enunciators: E1
and E2. About a given situation, E1 summons a topical form associated with
the predicate which occurs in the utterance (in the example, I took “more
work, more tiredness”) and E2 brings in the converse topical form, about the
same situation or the same object. So, I can now describe the relationship between E1 and E2 more precisely: the relationship is that which obtains between the topical form of a topos and its converse. I would add that the locutor rejects E1’s point of view: that is, he refuses to apply the topical form summoned by E1 to the object being discussed, here the topical form “more work,
more tiredness” to Peter, and he identifies with E2’s point of view, which
amounts to saying that he applies the topical form “less work, less tiredness”.
There is no time for me to bring out all the advantages such a solution may
have but I will point out one, without being able to really develop it. “Intuitively”, one does feel that negation is not the only morpheme to have a negative value: there are many others, for instance the morpheme little, which I
have repeatedly spoken to you about. Instead of saying “Peter has not worked”,
I could say “Peter has worked little”, and, between you and me, that would not
make an enormous difference. What is the difference however? When you say
“Peter has worked little”, in a certain way, you accept that “Peter has worked”
but you declare that the work is insufficient, or does not really deserve to be
called work. Nevertheless, even syntactically speaking, there is much in common between full negation with not and weaker negative forms such as the
morpheme little. An advantage of the solution I have suggested for not is that
I could give little a very similar description: thereby, I would account for the
similarity which we feel obtains between the two utterances “Peter has not
worked” and “Peter has worked little”.
To analyse “Peter has worked little”, I will postulate the same two enunciators E1 and E2 as for the analysis of “Peter has not worked”. If one considers
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only the enunciators, those utterances can be described in the same way: one
enunciator applies the topical form with more, and another, the converse topical form with less. I shall account for the difference by considering the attitude of the locutor. For “Peter has worked little”, I shall say that the locutor rejects E1’s point of view but admits or recognises that he does not regard it as
completely unjustified. In the case of not, on the contrary, his attitude towards
E1 was absolute rejection. Thereby, I acknowledge the fact that in saying “Peter has worked little”, to a point, one does admit that Peter has worked, which,
within my theoretical framework, means a recognition that, in another discourse, a positive topical form associated with the word work could be applied
to him. But, in what he is now saying, the locutor identifies with enunciator
E2 and, again in what he is now saying, he is using a negative topical form, for
example “less work, less tiredness”. By bringing in topical forms, I can therefore establish a parallel between different forms, that are felt as being related
to one another, of an attitude which I call negativity. The difference between
those forms is merely in the attitudes of the locutor regarding the different
enunciators. With that last example, which I have barely outlined the analysis
of, what I have time to tell you about the introduction of argumentation within linguistic analysis is complete.

***
If you are not at the end of your patience, I would now like to say a few
more words to conclude. You will have noticed that in these lectures, I have
often spoken badly about the notion of truth. In the first lecture already, I
told you that I refused to work with that notion. But that does not prevent
my coming across it all the time. Consequently, I would like to speak of the
relationship there may be between a linguist and the notion of truth. Three
types of encounters can occur between them, I think.
First type of encounter: the notion of truth can be an object for the linguist. In all languages I think, there are words like true and false: I have never heard of a language that does not have equivalents for the words true and
false found in Indo-European languages. The linguist, who describes the
words of a language, must also describe the words true and false: that is part
of our work in so much as we describe the lexicon of languages. So, that
first type of encounter between the linguist and truth is an inevitable, inescapable one. But those words of the language-system, let me point out, do
not at all have the value that those same words have in the language of logicians: the “true” and the “false” of the language-system are totally different from those of logicians. In French, I can say “This bank-note is a false
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[i.e. counterfeit] dollar”. Try to work that out with the logical notion of
falsehood! Admiring a work of art, I can say “This work is a true [or real]
master-piece!”. Try to explain that expression “true” with the logical notion of truth. And when to say ill of someone, I say “He’s a true [i.e. real]
fool”, what does the logical notion of truth or of falsehood have to do with
it? In German, to say that someone has gone the wrong way, one says “He
has taken the false way (den falschen weg)”. What does the notion of falsehood used here have in common with the logical notion that has the same
name? Let me sum up: we have spoken of truth and falsehood as notions
within the language-system but those notions are quite different from the
homonymous notions in logic. The “true” in the language-system certainly
has something to do with the good and the “false” with the bad: there is approval in the adjective “true” and disapproval in “false”. Of course, the analysis should be carried on further. I only wanted to show that to describe
those words, one had to turn away from the logical notions. So much for
the first type of encounter.
Second type of encounter: the linguist can use the ideas of truth and
falsehood as a means of carrying out his enquiry. For example, the semantician can say: “To study language, I am going to ask under what conditions sentences are true in the logicians’ sense of the word and under what
conditions those sentences are false, there again in the logicians’ sense of
the word”. Logical linguistics, which uses the logical notions of “true” and
“false”, does exist: it is called truth-conditional semantics. That form of research can be extraordinarily subtle and complex, because, of course, one is
not going to be content with ascribing truth-conditions to each sentence of
the language-system one by one. On the contrary, one is going to construct
the calculus whereby the truth-conditions of a sentence can be obtained
from the description of its components. Let us take for instance the case
of operators, that is to say words which transform a simple sentence into a
more complex sentence (thus one can postulate that little transforms Peter
has eaten into Peter has eaten little). Their semantic description will consist
in saying how they transform the truth-conditions of the simple sentence
to produce those of the complex sentence. Such a conception of semantics can be considered as a “structural” one in that it describes each component of the language system, not in itself, but in relation with its combination with others. Everything I have said from the beginning of these lectures makes you see that this form of structuring seems impossible to me:
the influence of a word on another through its phrastic combinations cannot be described in truth-conditional terms according to me, since I refuse
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to describe the semantic value of sentences in those terms. What the combinative semantics I am proposing tries to explain is the way a word determines the argumentative orientation of the sentences in which it occurs
and thereby, the argumentative usage of the utterances of those sentences.
There is however a third possible, or even necessary, type of encounter
between linguistic research and the notion of truth, and this one does put
me in an awkward position: it consists in the fact that most linguists (including myself, when I am not careful) make themselves out as formulating true propositions, or at least propositions susceptible of being true or
false about some particular language or another or about language in general. Such a claim must seem an unreasonable one to make if one admits
that, as I have repeated over and over again, sentences of the language-system, given their semantic structure, cannot run as candidates for truth or
falsehood. Indeed, until now, it is within natural languages, which according to me are argumentative and not truth-functional, that linguistic thinking is carried out and its results formulated. In that situation, I can envisage only two possible positions to adopt. On the one hand, the linguist
can try to construct an artificial truth-conditional metalanguage. That is
what all the natural sciences do: even if they use material signs provided
by natural languages abundantly, they try to ascribe new values to them
making truth-conditional discourse possible: concepts with precise application conditions are made to correspond to words. That goes on even for
the use of connectives like so or if which in mathematics, for example, have a
very different meaning from the one they have in ordinary language. Think
also of the value given in mathematics to words like necessary and sufficient,
which have only a remote bearing on their ordinary use. I would certainly
like to be able to do the same thing in linguistics. But I cannot, and do not
wish to, close my eyes to the fact that I am far from having achieved this.
Undoubtedly, in my lectures, I have tried to construct a few definitions but
I know full well that I have done no more than characterize the directions
for the use of the words I use. For example, I cannot formulate a definition
of the following kind: “Discourse is argumentative if and only if such and
such conditions obtain”. Perhaps I will be able to do so on another visit to
Ljubljana but, between you and me, I would like to come back before. It
is therefore the second possible position with which I must be content, at
least provisionally. It consists in consciously giving linguistic discourse itself
not a truth-functional but an argumentative and especially polemical end.
Its end is not to say what language is but simply to question certain simplistic images that people entertain about it; and among those images, the

Lecture V

truth-functional conception through which in our daily lives, we often interpret the commercial, religious, sentimental or political discourse which
we are addressed. I have tried to make you feel that the claim made by a discourse to be describing things is a snare which we must perpetually be wary
of, not because it can be mistaken or dishonest but because it does not fulfil even the basic conditions allowing one to hope it is true. Were five lectures necessary to reach that altogether banal conclusion, and even without
being able to really show it is true? The only excuse I can put forward is the
importance and the difficulty of putting it into practice.
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